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Trinity Observes First Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
Assault Task Force Organizes Events
-by Hugh M.M. AndersonNews Editor

Diane Martel, Director of the
Thomas

loto by Kathleen

She Deals With "All Issues "
-by Hugh M.M. AndersonNews Editor

program for Women's Studies.
Among other things, she is a licenced Foster Parent, and has
served as the chairperson of the
Women's Caucas of the University of Connecticut's School of
Social Work.
What led Martell to concentrate on Women's Studies was
the realization. Die that, in a particular field, the amoflntof money
a woman makes as opposed to
the amount of money a man
makes was rather lopsided; at
that time a woman stood to make
59 cents to every dollar a man
made.
"I started asking questions
about why. Is it that we 're choosing the wrong fields or is it that
thefieldsunderpay because we're
women," she said.
But what influenced Martell most was the fact that collegiate women were starting to
organize against the paternalistic society in which they had
been raised, and to bring to the
surface issues of sexual assault
on campus.
f
'I decided to major in
Women's Studies because of the
work I saw people doing around
sexual assault, like this week.
[The feeling is] almost exactly
'the same."
Martell believes that much
of the sexist sentiment in the
country today is resultant of the
stereotypical sex roles which are
ingrained in citizen's minds. As
a result, women choose fields in

Diane Martell does notmind
if a man would like to pull open
the door for her or slide out her
chair before she sits down. It is
just that she does not want him to
think that she could not do .it
herself.
"I think it's nice if somebody wants to pull out a chair for
me," Martell said, "as long as I
can pull out a chair for them
someday, too."
For the most part, however,
Martell has been opening her
own doors, and, as a result, was
recently appointed the mew director of the Women's Center at
Trinity College. She plans to
open some doors here as well.
"A lot of people are really
threatened by the Women's
Center; there's a lot of homophobia on campus because they
feel that the only issues the
Women's Center deals with are
issues of lesbianism," Martell
said, "and we do deal with lesbian issues becuase lesbians are
women. But we also deal with
every other issue; pro-choice
issues, every issue."
A University of Massachusetts graduate majoring in
Women and Psychology, Martell also holds a master's degree
in Social Workfrom the University of Connecticut, where she
was the coordinator of an internship program as well as the director of an alumni outreach Please seeMartel, Page 3

When, in 1957, two Indiana
University sociology professors
published an essay which concluded that "there is evidence
on...campus suggesting that in
courtship relationships there is a
progressive pattern of exploitation, involvement, ambivalent
resistence, awareness of social
stigma and reduced reliance upon
institutional control within the
dyadic relationship", nobody
seemed to pay much attention.
Now, 33 years later, Trinity' s
Women's Center, as well as various other student and administrative organizations, wants everybody to pay attention to what is
recognized these days as being a
universal problem on college
campuses: sexual assault. As part
of their push towards increased
awareness of the issues surrounding sexual assault, the Women's
Center and its Sexual Assault Task
Force are sponsoring Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, which
began last Thursday, March 1,
with a lecture given by Cornell
adjunct professor of Sociology Dr.

PAA Cancels Lecture
-by Patricia PiersonManaging Editor
Nation of Islam Northeast
Regional Spokesman Minister
Don Muhammad will not speak
tonight in the Washington Room.
In observance of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, Pan-African
Alliance, the sponsoring organization, has postponed the event
until Tuesday, March 13.
"We decided that it was in
the interests of the coalition that
we made with the Sexual Assault
Awareness Cornmittee...to postpone the lecture," said President
of PAA Mike Pina. "We don't
want either of the events to overshadow the other," he continued.
According to the Calendar Office, the Washington room has
been officially reserved for the
lecture between 7-10 P.M. on
March 13. PAA is lobbying for
use of the Ray Oosting gymnasium due to the 850 students who
have indicated interest in attending. The Washington room has a
500-person capacity.
"We got the signature for the

RA Week Starts Residential Recruiting
•by Mark L. RussellManaging Editor
The annual recruiting drive
for new Resident Assistants began in earnest last week with the
dedication of "RA Week," a senes of programs and events
scheduled by the Office of Residential Services.
The week was designed to
spark interest in potential residential life officers. It included a
number of events, meetings, and
activities which highlighted the
programming by residential staff

this year.
The week began with an informational study break on Monday. All the residential staff were
present to answer questions about
the lifestyle of a resident assistant.
Tuesday, the review of all the
All-Campus Programs and Unit
Events were placed on the Beef
Board of the cafeteria.
Oneoftheresidentassistants,
Erich Bentz '92, organized a lecture entitled "Why Be An RA:
Come and Ask One." The program was a question and answer
session in which RAs from this

Andrea Parrot.
Dr. Parrot explored topics of
sexuality, gender roles, and most
importantly, aquaintance-rape, in
front of a packed Bayer Auditorium which was, to rnany's surprise, heavily populated by men.
"She took a very uncomfortable subject and made it easy to
talk about it," Nicole Moretti '92,
said. "A lot of what she talked
about, and the movie she showed,
was a lot like what you see here (at
Trinity], which was really scary.
The situation was very familiar."
"Men are socialized to think
thatwomenneverrnean 'no' when
they say 'no' and that men know
more than women about sex,"
Parrot later said. Parrot explained
that most men would not consider
themselves to be rapists, but that
the expectations of society, as well
as the mixed signals which arise
during a date, lead men to justify
aggravated assaults when a date
nears it end.
"When a man is on a date
with a woman, he starts premeditating sex, not rapc.but half-way
through the 'hot-passionate' part,
when he gets angry, he switches
into a mode to get his fantasy
played out."
Dr. Parrot has found that just

year responded to questions irom
perspective RAs.
The final event of the week
was "RA Appreciation Day,"
where members of the hall showed
their appreciation to the Resident
Assistants.
Though the events were
publicized, many students were
unaware of what RA Week was
all about. "I frankly didn't know
what was going on," said one
perspective RA. "I didn't know
about it until my RA told me."
Applications were distributed
to students on Thursday and Friday and are due March 16.

Ferris Athletic Center from [Director of Ferris Athletic Center]
Richard Hazelton, and we're seeking to accomodate all students
and all interested people," said
Pina. To obtain use of the gym,
PAA's application must also be
approved by the Calendar Office
and Acting Director of Security
Cheryl Smith.
On this matter, the administration and PAA are in conflict.
In a letter to the Trinity commuPlease see PAA, page 3

as there is an alarming amount of
acquaintance-rape(rape that occurs when both subjects already
know each other), there is an even
more alarming number of older
people who either do not know of
the problem, or refuse to believe
that there is a problem at all. As a
result, Dr. Parrot sees a need to
educate younger members of
society in an effort to alter their
traditional stereotypical gender
roles, as well as the way in which
women are viewed in society.
"We have to give specific
educational suggestions to young
men and young women. We need
to encourage young men to use
peer pressure in a positive way,"
Parrot said. "There are a lot of
walking wounded out there."
As it stands now, statistics
report that during a woman's four
years in college, there is a 25%
chance that she will be a victim of
an aquaintahce rape. In the aforementioned report of 1957,51.8%
of women who had a regular or
"steady" date were victims of the
highest form of what is now
termed acquaintance-rape. Of
those women, none reported the
incidenis to any authority. Today,
one of every 100 aquaintancerapes is reported.
While some contend that
more effective legislation would
be a step in the right direction,
Parrot holds that the laws as they
stand are sufficient, but that "the
problem is that jurors believe the
old myths [that aquaintance-rape
does not happen] which don't
allow for those laws to be enforced properly."
Diane Martell, Trinity's
newly appointed director of the
Women's Center, also finds mat,
in many cases, a lack of effective
communication between a man
and a woman during the intimate
Please see Week, page 3

Trinity elevated their hopes of another ECAC crown by beating WNEC
5-1 Saturday Afternoon. Please see story, page 16. Photo by Kathleen
Thomas

Drood's Mystery
Spring Break Fever
On the Long Walk
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Opinion
Sexual Assaults A Problem Trinity Students
Haven't Recognized
riences of actual or attempted rape. quiring a date for next weekend,

Editor's Note: The following tee. Indeed, the Committee has
is written in special recognition historically addressed only inof Sexual AssaultAwareness Week stances of faculty/administration/
by Erin Olsen with Diane Martel staff student sexual harassment,
and chairperson Robin Sheppard
It happens here.
During the planning of the reports that only one or two forroute for the "Take Back The mal complaints were received in
Night" march, the woman in the past ten years up until this
charge of the event asked to know year. Most student-student comthe locations of assaults on cam- plaints went to the Dean of Students' office, which is still where
pus.
She was told that identifying they generally end up if the stuthe locations would be highly dent complainant so elects.
Of the seven reported cases
inappropriate since virtually all
the rapes at Trinity take place of sexual harassment or assault
behind the closed doors of dormi- occurring during the 1989-90
tories and other residences. The academic year, only one was reStereotypical rapist-in-the-bushes ported to the police. Formal suris virtually nonexistent in Trinity's veys and informal inquires indicate that sexual assault or harasshistory.
Instead, the rapist is almost ment between acquainted persons
always another student, whether is extremely underreported. In a
at Trinity or another institution of survey conducted by the Sexual
higher education, and he (for all Harassment Subcommittee of the
reported cases of sexual assault at President's Special Council on
Trinity have been perpetrated by Women in 1987, 77% of the
a male) is almost known to the female student' respondents revictim. Alcohol or other sub- ported experiencing at least one
stances is a factor in a great ma- incident of sexual harassment.
Thirty-eight percent reported
jority of the reported cases.
having
been pressured for sexual
Ithappens here. Whey should
Trinity be different from any other favors, but only 1% indicated an
American college or university? actual or attempted rape had been
Buthow often, andinvolving what committed. Seventy percent of
types of people? For reasons of the women who reported having
confidentiality, formal statistics been sexually harassed stated they
have not been maintained or did not want to report the behavpublished by the departments on ior. Forty-eight percent stated
campus which respond to repotted they did not know at the time that
cases of sexual assault or harass- whether the action against them
constituted sexual, harassment,
ment.
and 33% stated they thought nothIn response to an informal ing could be done to the person
inquiry, the Dean of Students' harassing them. The failure to
Office stated that it received only report instances of sexual harassone formal complaint of a sexual ment can also be explained by the
assault during the 1988-89 school response to the question of
year, and two so far during the whether, the female student recurrent academic year. The Sex- spondents believed the College
ual Harassment Grievance Com- would enforce penalties against a
mittee reports that it has received perpetrator. Only 18%statedthey
five informal complaints so far so believed, while 71% indicated
this year exclusive of those cited that they didn't know.
by the Dean's office, the majority
of which have involved acquainSurveys conducted by other
tance rape in which alcohol was colleges and universities have
cited as a contributing factor.
been more focused toward the
Not all reported instances of issue of coerced sex. A study
sexual harassment or assault are conducted at Stanford University
channeled through the Commit- in 1988 revealed that33.5% of the
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All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310. The
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.

female graduate students and
26.5% of the female undergraduates responded affirmatively to at
least one question asking if they
had ever been coerced into sex.
Ninety-eight percent of these
women were coerced by an acquaintance, and only 2% reported
the incident to the police. The
most troubling finding of the
Stanford survey is that only 10%
of the women who answered a
question regarding coercive sex
affirmatively labelled the incident
as a definite rape, and 25% stated
it was definitely not rape.
This perceptual problem
comes from the historical stereotype of strangers committing rape
rather than someone known to the
victim. It also explains in part,
when extrapolated to the abovecited survey conducted by the
Sexual Harassment Subcommittee, why only 1% of the respondents to that survey indicated that
an actual or attempted rape had
been committed against them.
Unlike the Stanford survey in
which the questions were phrased
in terms of "coercive sex" rather
than "rape," the Subcommittee
survey asked the respondent
whether he or she had ever been
subject to actual or attempted rape
or sexual assault. Societal norms
discourage the use of the "R" word
except in the attacker-in-thebushes context.
Perhaps the most often-cited
study is that conducted by Dr.
Mary P. Koss of Kent State University. The 1987 study spanned
three years and involved over6000
respondents. Koss's results were,
in general, more conservative than
those from the Stanford study, but
that might be due in part to an
increasing openness to discussing the issue. Her study found
that 15% of the female respondents reported experiences that
met the legal definition of forciblerape, and 25% reported expe-

Eighty-four percent of those raped while the other party may view
knew their attacker, and 57% of the same behavior as an immedithe rapes happened on dates. Only ate desire for a sexual relation5% of the respondents reported ship. Add to this a few beers, and
their rapes to the police.
there's potential for real trouble."
Consistent in all the studies
. In addition to alcohol, the
is that 25-30% of college women following factors were listed by
have experienced a rape or at- the respondents to the Stanford
tempted rape. Of those, 84-98% • survey as contributing to sexual
knew their rapist, and 55-57% assault: pornography, socialized
were on "dates" with them, alco- gender differences, peerpressure,
hol was a factor in 75-80% of the and advertising. Absent the legisrapes or attempted rapes. One lative ban of pornography, the
final noteworthy statistic is that in only way to address these factors
Koss's study, 84% of the men is through the education of both
who committed legally-defined men and women. Women can do
rape said that their actions defi- things to physically avoid situnitely did not constitute rape: In ations which might lead to sexual
the Stanford survey, 12% of those assault by an acquaintance, like
whose actions met the definition leaving a party in a group rather
of coercive sex stated that situ- than with a single male, avoiding
ation was definitely not a rape, ;the.consumption of excessive
while only 2% acknowledged that : quantities ofalcoholordrugs when
it was.
; in mixed company, and taking
Such perceptual problems self-defense classes to ward off
between men and women are of- assailants in the event that a situten cited as a factor leading to ation becomes a physical confronacquaintance rape. How men tation. Assertiveness training
interpret verbal and nonverbal workshops can also assist women
cues might be quite differentfrom by helping them to clearly state
the intentions of the women. In their wishes and stand up to peer
the Stanford survey, the follow- pressure.
Men can condemn peers for
ing question was posed: "If a
woman takes off her shirt, does sexually abusive behavior. They
that entitle the man to have sex can also assume than when a date
with that person?" The male re- says "no," she means "no." If true
spondents to the question were your partner will appreciate your
much more likely than the female respect of her wishes. If not, she1
respondents to interpret the ac- will have to learn to clearly state
tion as a tacit permission to have them. Communicating openly
sex. The same survey found that with your partner on sexual issues
respondents Of both genders re- will diminish any ambiguity of
ported that when a man said "no," her desires and yours. ••••-*
These, however, are the shortit was much more believable then
term, crisis-oriented responses.
when a woman said it.
Robin Sheppard echoes these Reversing socialized gender diffindings, noting "there seems to ferences and reducing the inflube great confusion in the way male ence of peer pressure can only be
and female students view certain achieved through education. Both
situations. Flirting, listening care- men and women must take an
fully, and being attentive can be assertive role in this education,
viewed by one party as a means of and perhaps someday "no" truly
establishing a friendship or ac- will mean "no."

Lorenzini Underscores Guards' Plight
To the Editor:
The March 1 letter written by
Erin Galvin, Kathleen Kimball,
Paula Cinti, and John Bren, contains some insightful commentary on the Rucci/union controversy but is flawed by the disregard it shows for the legitimate
concerns which security guards
have about working conditions.
The letter is right on target
when it criticizes the administration for using former Security
Director Rucci as a scapegoat in
its anti-union campaign. Itisclear
that the administration was willing to sacrifice due process (a set
of guidelines designed to protect
employees against the arbitrary
use of power by adminstrators) in
order to get Rucci out before the
union vote.
However, just because Rucci
was dismissed unfairly, i.e. without due process, does not mean
that there were not real problems
with his management of the Security Department. Security guards
wrote a letter to Donna Willson,
head of Human Relations, in June,
listing their grievances and requesting ameeting with her. They
complained of not being able to
get days off for important personal and family reasons, of being
excessively disciplined for minor
infractions (such as being a few
minutes late for work), and of
other problems related to Rucci's
management style. It is inaccurate for the writers of the article to
dismiss the guards who com-

plained about Rucci as "a small its frenzied effort to forestall unnumber of guards who had been ionization. This abuse of power
reprimanded by Rucci' for such threatens the job security of all
things as being "off campus dur- College employees, including
ing their shifts or sleeping in their faculty, the security guards thempatrol cars while on duty."
selves, and clerical workers. The
The authors of the letter are implicit threat is that if Rucci can
probably right in noting that the be fired suddenly and arbitrarily
Security Department is not run- so can any other employee. This
ning as smoothly since Rucci was creates an oppressive and fearful
dismissed. However, this is proba- atmosphere, as evidenced by the
bly because the Security Depart- unwillingness of any faculty
ment is temporarily being man- members, security guards, orcleriaged by College Lawyer Cheryl cal workers to allow their names
Smith, who has no experience in to be used in the Tripod article, for
this area and is now performing fear of retaliation. As Steve
two jobs on the campus, and not Thornton, a labor organizer with
because of the absence of Rucci's the Connecticut Congress of
strong influence, as the letter Community Colleges noted, "The
implies. Also, the authors' com- administration took care of part of
ment that "we have observed the problem [by firing Rucci], but
security guards, 3 or 4 at a time, it did so in a way that increased its
congregating at various areas own arbitrary power" over the
simply socializing" is hardly a security guards, as well as all other
reasonable criticism of the Secu- college employees. Also, by acrity Department. Just because tively opposing the unionization
security guards, like all other drive, the administration has creworkers, occasionally take breaks ated a climate in which employduring their work, does not mean ees who may be interested in
unionizing feel intimidated and
they are being negligent.
unfree to discuss the issue openly
In our criticism of the with theirfellow workers. For the
administration's handling of the sake of free speech, if nothing
Rucci/union issue, we should not else, students and faculty should
rush to defend Rucci's perform- demand that the administration
ance or dismiss the legitimate respect due process rights and
grievances which security guards refrain from actively opposing any
had against his management style. future organizing efforts.
We should instead focus on the
real issue, which is not the firing
ofRucciperse, butrathertheway Sincerely,
in which the administration
trampled on due process rights in Eric Lorenzini'90
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News
Week Recognizes Problem of Assault
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Lecture Stalled for Now
Continued from Page 1
tion," wrote Gerety in his open
nity Monday, President GeretyJ .letter. In the past, the gym has
stated that Security and outside : been used for occasions such as
consultants have concluded fit is Spring Weekend concerts and the
impossible to secure any part of ••,; awarding of an honorary degree
[Ferris] without closing the entire to Bishop Desmond Tutu.
"We're really trying to look
facility for some hours...This
makes the gym an inappropriate at this sytematically, to provide
site for any lecture requiring spe- better planning, because we're a
very busy campus and we don't
cial security arrangements."
Gerety had earlier closed the have an excessive amount of
March 6 lecture to the public. He available space," observed Direccited security concerns and per- tor of Institutional Affairs and
ceived threats of outside violence Acting Director of Security Chdue to controversy surrounding eryl Smith. Smith maintains that
the Nation of Islam and the al- she is "unable to approve the
leged anti-Semitic remarks of its booking" of the Oosting gym,
which would disrupt the practices
leader Louis Farrakahn.
These recent developments of five sports teams and necessimark what may be the culmina- tate the closing of the facility.
Smith stated that"...it'smuch
tion of many weeks of negotiations between the college admini- easier to relocate things out of the
stration and PAA. Since PAA's Mather Campus Center than shutinitial scheduling of the lecture in ting down all of Ferris." With
February, members of the Alli- regard to the limited, .capacity, of
ance and other students have peti- the Washington room, Smith
tioned for use of the Oosting continued, "I would hope that for
gymnasium and to leave the people who are really interested
in attending this event that they
speech open to the public.
PAA's position was delineated in would plan accordingly," and
a press conference Thursday in arrive early to the lecture.
Smith continued that other
which Pina, several other members of the Alliance, and Univer- scenarios for accomodating the
sity of Connecticut Law iProfes- potential 500-plus crowd could
sor John Brittain expressed their include broadcasting the lecture
frustration
with
the over speakers or closed-circuit
T.V. into the dining hall. Also,
administration's stance.
The administration remains Smith stated, "The press would
steadfast in its support of a closed be permitted to cover this event,
lecture, and is reluctant to close or that was my thinking for the
down the gym. "The only excep- March 6 lecture, so that again
tion to this would be an all-col- there would be good press coverlege event such as a convoca- age."

Continued from Page 1
moments of a date a date often
ends in an aquaintance-rape situation. "Just because a woman may
not be assertive and does not know
how to say 'no' does not mean
that she asks to be attacked."
In fact, Martell says that many
aquaintance-rapes could be prevented if women were better
trained in emanating, from the
beginning of the date, what they
desire.
"Women aren't always clear
ontheir desires, and without being
clear, men can interpret 'no' to
mean 'yes'. He thinks she's not
saying 'no'. On the other hand,
many women say to themselves' I
don't want to say "yes" because
sex is bad, so I'll say "no".' But
she means 'yes.'
Among the other events
scheduled for the first half of
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
were a screening of the Australian
film about sex, power, and terrorism in a small Australian town
Shame , and a performance entitled "Guerilla Theater" showcasing student written skits about
sexual assaults which were performed spontaneously atavariety
of sites on Monday. Jane Rudd
and Abigail Bordner '93 conducted a discussion group after
the film "just to give people a
chance to respond to the movie,"
Rudd said. "Usually people have
some question about whether it
really happened or not, and we try
to process that."
Assistant Dean of Students
Kirk Peters has coordinated a
"Men's Panel" for Wednesday
night, at which he hopes men will
"talk about the pressures of being
a male on the Trinity campus, and
the frustration that arises." While
some skeptics contend that a
single-sex talk defeats the purpose of promoting better relations
between men and women on
campus, Peters holds that "in a
co-ed situation, sometimes it's
hard to speak freely."
"We want to talk about what
it means to be a male role model,
and what does it mean to be
'macho.' Are we taught to love or
to have sex? Hopefully we'll discuss how we [men] are relating

Martell New Director of Women's Center
Continued from Page 1
which they are most comfortable,
which are Usually those that place
women in matriarchal and empaInetic positions. She cites bifold
economic and social problems. In
general, she says, women are
Poorer, and society values male
opinions more anyway.
"We still really believe in the
nuclear family...women choose
"elds which they think they can
fondle because they are raised to
°e empathetic and caring.''
Nowadays, however, Martell
sees women as being more asser|jye, as well as more demanding
'"at they be accepted into fields
which had been previously reserved only for men.
"I think things have changed
al
ot, " she said. "The women I
meet now- they know they can be
scientists, they know they can be
engineers. It's very different [than
wnatlgrewup with], it's wondertu
v ' She credits the women's
m
°vement of the-late sixties as
w
^l as the recent activism on
college campuses as having the
bl
8gest impact on sexism in the
workforce.

"The Women's Movement
exposed the fact that there weren 't
women in certain fields and that
women had the right to make
decisions about what field they
wanted to learn about, just as men
do. The Women's Movement
opened up the stereotyping of
genders."
But because of all that has
been done with thefurthermentof
women's roles in society, Martell
sees an unfortunate complacency
among many of the younger
women who are now enjoying
some of the fruits of their elders's .
labor.
"A lot of: younger women
truly believe that because we have
all these crisis centers and
women's centers that those problems have been solved, and they
say 'it's not going to be a problem
forme,' and so what's happening
now is that when they enter the
real world they are disappointed
because they see that some things
have gotten better, but a lot of /
things haven't.
While there has been annual
unrest with the fraternity system
at Trinity which stems from accustations that single-sex hous-

ing defeats the purpo use of achieving a non-sexist community,
Martell does notnecessarily agree
that fraternities and sororities are
part of the problem of sexism on
campus.
"Fraternities and sororities
can be wonderful things...they can
nurture the best in a group or they
can do the worst. It depends what
you do with it. It's not the structure of a same-sex house that is
good or bad....the fraternities I
have been working with have been
very positive about Sexual Assault Awareness Week."
Infact.Martellhasfound that
Trinity students in general have
been very positive about the
Women's Center.
"What's nice about being
here at Trinity is that I see a lot of
the female students as very assertive, very intelligent, and very
clear about their needs, so it gives
me a lot of hope about where
women are going in the future.
And I'm also very hopeful about
the men on campus because they
seem very interested in learning
more about women's issues and
not looking at them as someone
else's problem."

with women and to get our own
act together and examine lockerroom talk and why it is that we
view intimate relationships on
competitive terms."
Sexual Assault Awareness
Week is born of the Sexual Assault Task Force, which describes
itself as "a group of concerned
students, faculty and administrators who have gathered to address
the subject of date/acquaintance
rape and sexual assault as it exists
on the Trinity campus." The Task
Force is co-chaired by Gail Hall
and Diane Martell. As well, a
satellite of the Task Force, the
Sexual Assault Task Force Committee is made up of students only,
and is comandeered by Meg
Watters '90. The Committee was
formed with the intention that it
would be able to have the date of
the Muhammed lecture moved so
as not to conflict with Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, but as
Watters says, the Committee will
be shortlived. The lecture has been
canceled.
The Women's Center, under
the direction of Abigail Bordner
'93, will also be sponsoring educational programs which will
enable interested students to become certified in the counseling
of rape and assault victims.
"I see a real need on campus
for students to have communication with their peers," Bordner
said. "Aquaintance-rape goes
extremely under-reported, or if it
is, it has to be to the Dean of
Students which can be a little
daunting. We need to break down
the barrier between students and
reporting it [aquaintance-rape]."
The first program, Peer Education, is taught at the Broad Street
YWCA and requires 10 hours of

training in area of aquaintancerape, rape, child abuse, domestic
violence. Those who comlete the
course can then make dormitory
and class visitations, and help to
provide general information to
members of the school community. The second program, Peer
Counseling calls for 40 hours of
training and is held at the Hartford
Sexual Assault Crisis Center.
Concentration is placed on rape
and incest, and students who
complete (his program are certified by the state of Connecticut as
a sexual assault counselor. Hopefully, Bordner says, enough interest can be garnered so as to set up
a sexual assault hot-line on campus. Already, 10 to 15 students
have expressed interest.
The remaining events scheduled for this week are a short play
regardinghowmiscommunication
can lead to aquaintance-rape entitled "The Jesters" on Wednesday in The Underground, as well
as the premiere showing of a video,
created and directed by students,
which examines student attitudes
aboutrape and contains interviews
with victims of sexual assault
called "It Happens Here", to be
shown on Thursday in the Rittenburg Lounge. And on Friday,
members of the community are
invited to "express their support
for a safe campus and condemn
violence against women in this
campus-wide march and rally."
There have been eight reports
of sexual assault of campus so far
this year. In support of Sexual
Assault Awareness Week, students are asked to pin a yellow
ribbon on their shirts and wear the
"No Means No" logo pia during
the week.

SGA News
•SGA has donated $1,000 to Sexual Assault Awareness Week to
help sponsor the keynote speaker, Dr. Andrea Parrot.
•Donated $300 to event for Martin Luther King, Jr. Week.
•Donated $100 to a lecture featuring Dr. Holmes Morton.
•Voted to give $200 to SPARC to help fund the cost of putting out
the Daily Planet for one week.
The Mather Bookstore Committee has looked into other possibilities for a new bookstore since Follettes contract expires at the
end of the 1991 academic year. Some things the SGA will ask for:
-A better priced bookstore, especially on used books.
-Some type of Coffee Shop with non-greasy sand whiches, and
mabye an ice cream parlor.
-A small convienince store like a 7-11.
-Perhaps a COOP bookstore that is run by students and has
profits redistributed back to the students.
The Bookstore can be expanded or relocated. Suggestions to
Box 1388.
The SGA will be making a proposal to the administration about
the institution of an honor code and a judicial board for nonacademic vioations in the next two weeks. Both of these boards will
have a majority of students as members. A questionnbaire was sent
out last spring and showed ov werwhelming support for increased
student invovlement in disciplinary action, and it is the SGA's
expectation that an honor code would augment the intellectual
atmosphere here. The final draft of the proposal will be presented
once it is approved by the SGA.
The SGA sent this letter to President Tom Gertey and Cheryl
I. Smith on February 28.
We, the Student Government Association, would like to request that the Don Muhammad lecture now scheduled for March 6,
1990 be changed to the gym in the Ferris Atheletic Center so that all
people who are interested in seeing the lecture may do so. There
does not seem to be any reason, security or otherwise, as to why the
lecture could not be heldin Ferris as well as being open to the publ ic.
There is enough time to secure the event and still have it open to all
who would like to attend. Please take this request into consideration
when making a final decision.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
The Student Government Association
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Study Says High School Teachers' Salaries Rising
-By Pat OrdovenskyGannett News Service
SAN FRANCISCO — The
average teacher's salary this year
climbed over $30,000 for the first
time — to $31,278, says a survey
by Educational Research Service.
It's up 5.6 percent from
29,608 last year.
"That's not a significant increase when you consider the
Consumer Price Index (inflation
rate) was up 4.8 percent in the
same period," says Giencq Robinson, ERS president.
The average school superintendent is paid $75,425, up 6 percent from last year's $71,190, the
same survey finds.
ERS is an independent research organization serving several education groups. Robinson
provided the Salary findings to
USA TODAY at the American
Association of School Administrators' convention here.
Average principals'salaries,
determined by the same survey,
were released two weeks ago by a

principals' group, The averages:
$55,722 for high school principals; $52,163 in middle school
and junior high; $48,431 in elementary school.
The teachers' average, barely
$16,000 as the 1980s began,
climbedover $20,000 in 1983 and
increased rapidly during the
school reform movements of middecade.
The climb is "encouraging,
because of the need to attract the
best and brightest people out there
into teaching," says Gary Marx of
the school administrators' association.
"There'snotasuperintendent
in the country who doesn't want
to pay competitive salaries to
teachers," says Marx, "if the
community provides the financial support."
The superintendents' average
pay is low, Marx suggest, compared to the salary similar talents
earn in the private sector.
"The superintendency is the
hottest kitchen in the world," he
says. "It is chief executive officer

of an organization that's closer to
the people than any other and deals
with two of their most precious
items — their children and their
tax dollar."
The ERS survey finds teach-

ers are paid above average in the
Far West ($35,310), Mid-Atlantic region ($34,689), New England ($33,964), GreatLakes states
($33,425).
Their pay is below average in

the Southwest ($26,355), Southeast ($26,883), Mountain states
($27,542) and Plains states
($27,874).
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Good Deal on Tomatoes
-By Walter NearySalinas Californian
HOLLISTER, Calif. — It's not easy to sell
6.5 million cans of slightly dented tomato products.
Just ask the owners of nine canneries in
Monterey, San Benito and Santa Clara counties.
They are left with more than a million cases of
canned tomatoes that toppled during the Oct. 11
earthquake.
"There's nothing wrong with the product,"
said Jim Wheeler of San Benito Foods. "Some of
the cans might be a little sticky to work with a
can opener."
The dented cans must be moved to make
way for a new tomato harvest about the end of
May, said Bill Grigg of the California League of
Food Processors in Sacramento.

sauce with tomato sauce, whole tomatoes with whole
tomatoes," Grigg said.
"The question is, what do we do with this stuff?"
he said.
So, a nationwide effort has begun to find buyers
who want a good deal.
The state government is looking at several possible bulk buyers, such as the Department of General
Services, which purchases about 30,000 cases annually for prisons and hospitals.
"That's helpful, but it doesn't make a significant
dent in the problem," said1 Evans, whose pun was apparently unintentional/'
:
:•
The companies arenot selling directly to consumers, Grigg said.
But if all else fails, there could be tomato giveaways.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

Lawmakers Get Tough On College Dropouts
-By Tibbett L. SpeerGannett News Service
At 16 in the hills of West
Virginia, Teresa Johnson was
cutting classes and flunking most
of her courses, well on her way to
joining the 1 million youngsters
who drop out of school each year.
"I wasn't doing no good,"
said the daughter of a Belle, W.
Va,, coal miner who wanted to
quit school. One thing stopped
her: a driver's license.
West Virginia had just become the first state to enact a "no
pass, no drive1' law preventing
dropouts under 18 from getting or
keeping a driver's license.
Johnson stuck to her classes,
vowing to quit on her 18th birthday. That came Feb. 11, but
Johnson, now a high school junior, decided she'll go for her diploma after all.
"While I was. waiting, it
seemed like things started getting
better," she said. "I still don't do
my homework, but I don't skip
anymore."
Educators across the nation
hope many teens will do as
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Johnson did when faced with a
couple of years without car keys.
Despite the objections of civil
li bertarians and the groans of teenagers, nine other states passed
similar laws: Arkansas, Florida,
Indiana, Louisiana,;Maine, Qhio,
Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin.
Another 24 are considering
it, said Lib Crockett, spokeswoman for the National Dropout
Prevention Center at South
Carolina's Clemson University.
"The driver's license legislation has been very effective in
focusing attention on that issue,"
Crockett said. But she cautioned
that "legislation that forces them
to stay in the classroom doesn't
take care of the problem that
caused them to leave in the first
place."
Early reports on the 2-yearold West Virginia program are
favorable, but not conclusive. Of
1,003 teens who losttheirlicenses,
one-third got them back by returning to school or enrolling in a
generalequivalency program, said
Therese Wilson, a director in the
West Virginia Office of Education.
Attendance improved in 33
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of 55 West Virginia school dis- received licenses. First-time aptricts. About 4 percent fewer stu- plicants would have to prove they
dents dropped out, Wilson said.
are attending classes regularly and
Better attendance extended are on track to graduate from high
into the junior highs, with 2 per- school in four years.
cent of students normally showBut the bill stalled in coming up for classes. Robert Boggs, mittee, at least temporarily, after
a Department of Education an ACLU representative argued
spokesman, speculated the sixth- against any license roadblocks not
, seventh- and eighth-graders want related to safety violations.
to avoid the fate of their older
Democratic Sen. Art Torres
truant siblings. "Here's brother of Los Angeles agreed, saying
Billy going to date on a skate- Hart should focus on improving
board. Well, youdon'tpiek uptoo the quality of education instead of
many gals on a skateboard."
With a national dropout rate
that has reached 25 percent, the
pressure is on lawmakers and
educators everywhere to act.
Some states find that West
Virginia'sstrategy is not an easy
political pill to swallow. That's
especially true in California.
California's Legislature rejoined the debate this week after a
similar bill was vetoed two years
ago by Republican Gov. George
Deukmejian, who was skeptical
about its effectiveness.
Democratic State Sen. Gary
Hart of Santa Barbara has come
back with a new bill that would
affect only students who have not
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promoting a "punishment-oriented mentality."
But with the strong support
of educators, Hart, himself a former teacher, says he'll keep pushing. "This kind of bill is going to
get the attention of some (students)," he said. "If you're not
willing to stay in school, then that
privilege (of driving) should be
denied."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB THAT DOESN'T REQUIRE
A PAPER HAT?

Assemble products at
Home
' Details(1)602-838-8885

E xt. w 8408

Eye Physician Associates of
Hartford, P.C.
Offers 2 0 % student discount on
Contact Lenses (material only, not
including exam) with student ID
Conveniently located:
29 Main Street, West Hartford, CT
521-7560 Call for an appointment

If you are enthusiasticabout Trinity, self-confident, and
articulate, the College's Development Office may have
the job for you. We are looking for students to help
solicit gifts from alumni by phone. We pay $6 per hour,
and calls are made between 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. If you can
give up two or three evenings per week this April, call
Regina Livingston at 297-2337 for more information.
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The Big Break Question: Sun or Snow?
male friends who had just been
kicked out of theirs. A room designed to sleep six was stretched'
to accommodate 16.
So you thought exams were
"It was a lot of fun," she said.
over. Nope. After all that cram- "Everybody
piled into the beds at
ming, you still have one last ques- night,
sometimes
four to a bed. If
tion to answer.
the people who were sleeping
Sun or snow?
together didn't know each other,
It may seem easy to answer, they just sort of introduced thembut when you' re planning a spring selves."
break vacation, there are many
of the main reasons stuoptions from which to choose.' ; ; dentsOne
said they take off for spring
Beaches, bodies and volley^ break is to meet people.
balls or skis, slopes and snowmo-,
:
Bill Swain, Clemson sophobiles. What's your pleasure?
more, said he met many women
First, your choice may de- on his spring break ski retreat to
pend on money. How much do Snowshoe, W.Va., but "none I
you have to spend? You also have correspond with now."
to consider how you're going to
get there, where you're going to
stay and what the place has to
offer besides a sardine can full of
human bodies.
-By Greg KratzThe super-thrifty usually
Ganneti News Service
choose the sun, because beach
resorts don't have the built-in
costs — ski, boot and pole rental
As March approaches, coland lift tickets — that ski resorts
lege students' thoughts turn from
have. And it doesn't cost anyphilosophy, chemistry and calthing to lie around the beach.
culus to the beach, beer and bikinis.
Most colleges take this weeklong break during one of the first
When students head to fathree weeks in March. By no co- vorite spring break hot-spots, they
incidence, spring break resorts
carry along a desire to party. But
are saying their "peak period" they also may bring along some
this year is March 1-24.
unwanted baggage — the potenThe most popular resorts, by tial for violence and crowd control problems.
crowd estimates, are the beach
towns that cater to party-hungry
Daytona Beach, Fla., "the
spring breakers, namely Daytona
springbreak eapitol of the world,"
Beach, Fla. and South Padre Iswill be inundated with students
land, Texas. Every year 250,000
from around March 12-April 21
to 400,000 students, pack these
this year, accprding to Daytona
beaches and purge the study
police Sgt. John Power.
demons.
Power says about 500,000
people are expected to visit the
Henry Fitzgerald, Jr., a Florfour-mile stretch of beach, each
ida A&M junior, who's tripped
staying for five or six days.
to Daytona twice said the fun
borders on anarchy.
Alcohol causes the most
problems when the students ar"It's justparty, party, party,"
rive, he says. "The drinkingprobhe says. "It goes beyond happilem increases 1,000 times. We
ness. It's like you have to do it.
can't arrest every violator, but
You can't just sit in your hotel
room, you have to go out and be we make arrests for the most
flagrant ones."
a part of it."
Palm Springs, Calif., faces
Being part of the crush of so
similar problems during its spring
many people has its drawbacks,
too. When Fitzgerald left, he felt break downtown "block party."
Lt. Lee Weigel of the Palm
Daytona was "too crowded, too
Springs Police Department says
crazy."
alcohol problems are intense dur"Everything was crowded to
ing the three-week period, and
overflow — the beaches, the
police "enforce all laws very
concerts, the hotels," he said.
strictly during that time."
"People are everywhere, I mean
Steamboat Springs, a Coloeverywhere, all day and all night."
rado ski town, sees a major influx
Emily Harrison, a senior at
of college students during the
the University of Colorado, had
first week of the year, and then
the same problem with overagain during spring break, accrowding — in her South Padre
cording to police Capt. J.D. Hays.
hotel room.
He says alcohol and college
She and seven other women
rivalries combine to enhance
were joined in their hotel by eight
problem situations.
"All events start out quiet,
but that can change after people
have been drinking and the end
Attention:
of the evening comes around,"
says Hays. "It can start out with
GOVERNMENT
playful pushing — five or six
SEIZED VEHICLES
guys getting into it with another
five or six guys — and get worse
from $100.
from there."
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
All say their departments
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
receive help from locai county
sheriffs' offices and state highGuide.
way
patrols to beef up security
(1) 602-838-8885
and maintain law and order durE xt. A 8408
ing the break periods. However,
-By Billy BerkenbileGannett News Service

Students may go to meet
people, but they usually plan their
spring breaks with people they
already know; typically, a bunch
of friends pack up and head out,
And they usually drive. Harrison and her friends piled into
two cars and made the 24-hour
drive from Boulder to South Padre
—non-stop. She said she wouldn' t
drive again.
"It's too draining," she said.
"And once you get there, all you
can think about is you have to do
it again at the end of the week."
But spring break was "something that you know you have to
do," she said. Besides, since the

South Padre hotels allow so many
kids to stay in two occupany
rooms, the price was right.
No matter what you choose
— sun or snow — accommodations can range from $25 to $600
a night. Most of the resorts offer
hotels, motels, condos or rental
houses.
If you choose snow, be prepared to shovel out about $15 a
day for skis, boot and pole rental
and $35 a day for lift tickets.
Many of the beach-bound
students said they made it through
the week on $200. That included
money for travel, food, incidentals and, if they drank, liquor.

Drinking seems to be a big
part of the spring break ritual,
especially on the beaches. Most
major beer companies offer free
beer, or very cheap prices on beer,
or inducements like free T-shirts
if you buy their product.
But students don't pay much
attention to the deluge of advertising. As Swain says, "You just
go to party and have a good time."
Harrison would raise her
glass to that. After being cooped
up in classrooms all winter, she
said students like to go someplace
and "be decadent for a week."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Intoxicated Students Cause Most Problems
the additional security might not
always be enough.
TheDaytonapoliceforce will
increase from 100 to nearly 400
with the help of state beverage
agents and other state and county
officers those weeks. These officers will use several methods to
control crowds.
—Large concerts will be held

in the middle of the week, instead
of the weekends, to keep the
crowds smaller and discourage
"spring break groupies" from attending.
— Daytona police will be
reminded to use common sense in
handling problems. "If you arrest
one person in a crowd of 300 or
400, the rest of the people in the
crowd usually get ihe message,"

Power says.
For students who want to stay
out of trouble, but still have a fun
springbreak, policemen have some
advice:
"Don't leave your brains at
the state line. Have a good time,
but don't get crazy."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Neuvoik

Spring Break No Party For Many
-By Stacey JohnsonGannett News Service
Formostcollege students, the
words "spring break" conjure up
images of fun and frolic, far from
the familiar drudgery of classes,
homework and dorm food.
But for many, the reality of
"spring break" is a week spent in
an empty dorm with a few other
unfortunates, or a week at home
in front of the television.
Some colleges — horror of
horrors — don't have spring
breaks.
Sound bad? Not to some.
Many students take a philosophical approach to a sun-and-surfdrenched spring break. They learn
to appreciate the finer points of a
vacation spent in a not-so-exciting hometown.
"I just go home to Bridgewahesaid.
"Spring breaks are supposedly to give students a rest after a
couple months of studying, but
nowadays they're only used for

partying, and most people come
back more tired than they were
before they left."
Mack Shirley, vice president
of Student Life at Ricks College
in Rexburg,Idaho, BYU's "sister
school," say s the two schools don' t
schedule a spring break because
graduation dates fall in mid- to
late April, unlike other:colleges
that graduate students later.
Shirley said the schools try to
provide activities and counseling
for students to make up for the
lack of a break from studying.
This year's spring break at
Tulane University will mark the
first time a week-long officially
designated spring break has been
held, according to senior Jack
Rosenzweig.
However, students have not
protested much in the past, he
says, because the New Orleans,
La. school traditionally gives
students three days off to attend
annual Mardi Gras festivities.
"The sphool basically had to
give us the time off, because no
one would come to class during

Mardi Gras anyway. So we got
(those) three days off a year, plus
Good Friday and Easter Monday
later in thesemester,"Rosenzweig
said.
"From now on, they're going
to give us a week-long spring
break coinciding with either Mardi
Gras or Easter."
Somestudentsdon'tmindnot
going to a ritzy vacation spot
because there are better things to
do at home, like relaxing, spending time with family and friends,
and not worrying about spending
money.
Take, for example, Marci
Wilder, a senior at the University
of Utah.
"I never go anywhere for
vacations because I don't have
the money," she said. "But I try to
be optimistic. I can sleep in, eat
my parents' food — what more
could you want?
"Besides a vacation in Florida, of course."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

The Writing Center
Davtime Hours
Monday
9-12 noon and 1-4. p.m.
Tuesday
9-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
Wednesday 9-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
Thursday 9-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
Friday
9-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
Evening Hours
Monday
6:30-9:30
Teusday
6:30-9:30
Wednesday 6:30-9:30
Thursday 6:30-9:30

Located in the
English Dept. at
115 Vernon St.
Drop in for
an appointment

297-2468
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Arts
Edwin Drood's Premiere Receives Accolades

weekend's female cast differs
from last weekend's.) In duets
-By Maria G. Blackburnlike "Two Kinsmen" (with Alan
Austin Arts Center Publicist
Katz) and "Perfect Strangers"
(with Kate Hopkins' 90) her voice
I am not fond of audience
soars above with a clarity and
participation. In fact, I hate it. I
innocence that reflects the idealam one of those people that won't
istic young Drood extremely well.
even sing "Happy Birthday" at
It is not until Act II however, that
parties. I am also not fond of high
the audience gets to see the darker
volumes. You could say that my
(and comedic) side of Nields'
eardrums have a low threshhold
character when the prospect of
for pain. You can imagine my
not being chosen as being alive
dread, therefore, when I walked
causes a miffed Ms. Nields to
into Goodwin Theater on Saturstorm off the stage in a huff, leavday evening March 3, to see "The
ing various things and people
Mystery of Edwin Drood" and
overturned (including the large
found complete and utter unmitiform of the Deputy) and the
gated chaos. Outlandishly dressed
audience in hysterics. Itis indeed
cast members in full make-up
a grand exit which does well to
raced up and down the aisles in
showcase Nields' flair for comcharacter, personally greeting the
edy.
audience with songs and squeals,
hugs and handshakes, bad jokes
As Drood's female love
and... more bad jokes. It was
interestRosaBudd, Kate Hopkins
CRAZY. Itwas LOUD. And most
is properly pink and pretty.
ofall.it was FUN.
Although there isn't much any
actor can do with such a sugary
In fact, from the moment that
sweet character, Hopkins manone set foot inside the door of
ages to turn this flat character on
"The Mystery Of Edwin Drood"
her ear and have fun with Rosa.
there was nothing to be had but
This is especially evident in her
fun. In the immortal words of
ridiculously vain attempts to ward
Pepe LePeuw, "You could run
off the less-than-honorable intenbutyoucouldnothide," Ormore
tions of the lecherous Jasper and
aptly, in the words of the Chairthe dark and romantic Mr. Lanman of Festivities for the evedess.
ning, Chris Cooper'90," Takeoff
your boots, loosen your belts and
Congratulations for one of
corsets, and enjoy yourselves."
the best portions of the show go to
Based on Charles Dickens'
the character with one of the
unfinished work, "Drood" is
smallestroles, Chip Dean ('90) as
hardly what comes to mind when
Bazzard. In his four years at Trinone thinks of Dickens. Set on the
ity , Dean has performed in almost
stage of the Music Hall Royale on
every musical and has always
its premeire evening, this show
ended up with a minor role. This
withinashow seems aboutto burst
time however, although his role is
with lively, bawdy characters,
as small as usual, Dean is not only
ridiculous situations andgoodoldlarger than life but he finally gets
fashioned slapstick comedy. To
his long awaited solo ("Never the
put it simply, "The Mystery of
In the title role of Edwin Luck ") and its d— good at that!
Edwin Drood," is a guaranteed Drood, Katryna Nields '91 is
Other highlights from the
evening of 100% pure, unadulter- marvelous. (Note: The four show include Linda Ivey ('91) as
ated entertainment.
female leads in the show are the Princess Puffer and her lusty
Because Dickens died in the double cast and thus this coming alto voice singing about'The
middle of writing "Drood" the
play has no ending and so the cast
calls upon the audience to choose
one of six different endings and
solve the mystery themselves. It's
adevice that's been used before in
shows like "Shear Madness" but
here it seems to work particularly
well. When the characters shamelessly lobby for votes they not
only form an excellent rapport
with the audience but they also
give the show a thrilling, "anything goes" feeling that provides
a constant source on energy and
excitement.
Asthe Chairman of the Music
Hall troupe of actors, Cooper is
' the quintessential M.C. His booming voice, loud plaid suit and bad
jokes set the stage perfectly. As a
narrator, the Chairman knows no
bounds. Leading the audience
through the events up to and
following the disappearance of
Edwin Drood, Cooper not only
tells the audience what is going
on, he takes part in it. His spontaneous interruptions, asides and
conversations with the actors as
well as the audience are timely
and amusing. Cooper has a special ability to be not only "on" but
everywhere at all times which is
stunning in and of itself and even
more so when one considers the
level of energy achieved and sustained throughout the evening.
One very special highlight occurs
during "The Both Sides of the
Coin," when Cooper (together
with Alan Katz' 93 as John Jasper
and the entire ensemble) works
the room into a state of frenzy
which finally reaches its climax
when Cooper executes a perfect
arial front somersault. Two
thumbs up!

Beginner's Mind

seems as if everything rides far
too heavily on the Music Hall
setting and the energy and ability
of the cast to pull the show through.
And although it works for the
most part, one wonders if a selection which didn't depend so heavily on these two factors would
have been a better choice.
Technically, the show was
impeccable. The simultaneously
minimal and flamboyant set
(designed by Karen Sparks Mellon) was in perfect sync with the
entire production. In regards to
properties and costumes, not a
single detail was overlooked.
From Jasper's hookah and Dick
Datchery's magnifying glass to
the flashy hooker's costumes and
loud plaid suits everything was
perfect.
Often times in musicals there
are members of the cast who are
better singers than actors or dancers and as a result the entire performance seems somewhat uneven. But because "Drood's"
ensemble was so well directed in
the art of improvisation by director Gerald Moshell, there are no
such inconsistencies in this production. This is indeed a great
accomplishment which should be
commended.

Keeping Still
-By Margaret GibsoriBecauselsaw
my mother, tense or careless, snap the string
of her necklace,
a spill of beads shooting round on the floor,
I thought stars were sobeads that could therefore be gathered, in
one place cupped,
the sky held in a single crystal.
What is as patient, as still
as that thought? I am listening to the traffic
into Boston,
how it swells and falls, in the rain a sea
rushing

-by Margaret GibsonWhen I begin to see
only what I've saidmy breath in the air
a snow of blind
keyholes and brailleI let the dogs loose
in the field, and we run.
In the dimness of trees.
by the wall, they chase
memories of stjuirrels.

past the dark house.
I have followed as far as I can, leaning out of
my skin, past the red
shift of car lights, through the tidal dark
clouds to a misting of stars,

I follow the wind until

out of breath
I crouch down in blank
snow, glad of the bum
of cold air in the west,
the border of trees
black and still.
Even now the magnolia
has buds, brushtips
of branches that lift
into the open.
Overhead, slate blue,
clouds swift along east.
I wait until stars
come into the bluethen the black
never nowhere a child
gets quietly lost in.
I race the wind home.
In the kitchen new buds
of narcissus,
paperwhitcs unseasonal
in their bowls of stones
on the sill, have opened.
But my eye comes to rest
on a glass cup, cobalt blue,
which once, a child,
I named first when I named
what around me in the room
was living. I lift the glass,
turn it slowly in the fight,
its whole body full of light.
Suddenly I hold everything
I know, myself most of all,
in question.
Copyright Margaret Gibson
'Reprinted from Out in the Open

Wages of Sin." And then there
wasEvaMarieJeanette('9O) who
succeeded in bringing a little
slice of the Orient together with
Charo in her spicy portrayal of
Helena Landess, the exotic, hissing beauty from Ceylon. And
finally we come to the drunken,
dirty and disgusting duo of Dirdles
and Deputy as played by Steve
Safran (!90) and John Webster
('90). If you are familiar with
Safran's gift for writing comedy,
nothing could prepare you for his
acting. The boy is knock-downdrag-out-gasping-for-breath
funny. Together with Webster as
his dumb but loveable stooge of a
sidekick, the two embark on some
wacky escapades that are so riotously amusing they prove that
slapstick comedy is indeed an art.
But no show is perfect and
even "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood" has its downfalls. Some
of them, like the orchestra being
so loud at times that it was difficult to hear the actors, were minor. But others are more difficult
to dismiss. As a musical "Drood"
is exceedingly flat. The plot line
never has much of a chance to
develop and it is difficult to distinguish many portions of the
score from others. Altogether it

reaching, wanting more.
Even the galaxies, restless, are rolling farther, each from each,
on the face of eternity moving, a sweep of
bright cells
rinsed daily away.
My heart is not quiet. I want the faith that
moves mountains.
I want the bright force that holds them still.
How can anyone stunned by the night's consolation of stars
dare say, "I have not seen what I want"andyet, I say it.
Copyright Margaret Gibson
^Reprinted with permission from P u t i n the Open

__

Write for Arts!
"Self Portrait" from the Mav Co>vr exhibit
showing through 3 / 2 i m the VViucner Gallery.

Photo by Kathleen Thomas

Submit Articles to Box 1310

_^
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Arts
Poet-in-Residence
Offers Workshops
-By Nicole Moretti, Arts Editor
Award-winning poet Margaret Gibson will be the annual poetin-residence at Trinity this week.
During her residency from March
6-15, Gibson will be conducting
four two hour poetry workshops
for about 30 high school students
from Hartford, Bulkeley, Weaver,
and South Catholic high schools.
The students were chosen to participate on the basis of their interest in poetry writing.
"I use a lot of intuition for
these workshops. 30 students Is a
fairly large workshop and I haven' t
yet received any advance work
from the students. My main principles to emphasize are for the
poets to think in images and to use
concrete language, " Gibson
stated.
She intends to use photographs and various objects to aid
the students in using their powers
of observance and specificity.
Gibson stresses the importance of
exact description because, "If you
don't notice specific detail, you
don't have enough information to
make the necessary metaphors."
Concluding the workshops,
Gibson will hold a luncheon/
workshop with the teachers. This
will allow the teachers to share
many of the same exercises as the
students in ways of finding ways
to stimulate the students in the
production and reading of poetry.
"I may do anything from going
through an individual poem and
interpreting it to suggesting various exercises that have worked
well with students in the; past."
Gibson has had many experiences dealing with student poets.
She was writer-in-res'iderice - at
Phillips Academy for three years
and has had many mini-residencies at various colleges and graduate schools, including conducting
workshop sessions with individual poetry groups.
She will also be attending
Prof. Hugh Ogden's Poetry Writ-

ing class tomorrow to work with
Trinity students. Gibson will also
be available for consultation with
individual students throughoutthe
week.
In addition to the various
workshop sections, Gibson will
be giving two free poetry reading
in Boyer Auditorium of Life Sciences Center on Thursday March
8 and Tuesday March 13 at 8:15
pm.
Gibson has written four books
of poems: Signs, Long Walks in
the Afternoon, Memories of the
Future: the Daybooks of Tina
Modotti (a biographical book of
poetry about an Italian actress,
political activist, and photographer), and Out in the Open.
Memories of the Future won the
1987 Melville Cane Award from
the Poetry Society of America.
The annual poet-in-residence
program is sponsored by the Trinity College Poetry Center and
organized by Milli Sylvestri,
executive coordinator of the
Center.

Trinity Arts
thru 3/12
Kangti King
Paintings by King '91, will be
on display in Mather Hall
Artspace. 8-10 pm daily.
3/13
Music from the Andes by
KATARIS
Juan Brito, Roberto Clavijo,
Pedro Espinosa and Jorge
Ordinola will perfomr on inslrumnets native to Bolivia,
Peru, Ecuador and Chile. Part
of latin American Week sponsored by Latin American Studies. 8 pm. Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center. FREE!
thru 3/23
Max Coyer
Retrospective of paintings by
the late Coyer, a Trinity College alumnus. Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. 1
pm - 5 pm daily. FREE!

Margaret Gibson, Trinity College's Poet-mResidence will be giving readings this week.

Reverse Angle
by Mike D'Amato
Submerged in the heart of every post-Berlin Wall, Russian, Captain-Ahab-reject nuclear submarine
commander is an American-with-Irish-brogue-speaking widower who would like to save the world from
the threat of Sovietimperialismbyplacing his stealth-bomber-of-the-sea into the good-old-boy arms of the
American defense department, C.I. A. (and, with any luck eventually plop onto the battleship grey screens
or Hollywood). It is this scenario which has caught the fancy of enough film goers to require that The Hunt
for Red October be shown in not one but two of the theaters at Showcase (which was still not enough room
even for their Saturday
matinee showing at 1:15). The fanfare surrounding the film reminds
one of Rocky or Star Wars,, The content and style of the film is also fashioned in the grand manner of a
Rocky or Star Wars type production.
Director John McTieman has successfully tapped into the
prevailing American Zeitgeist with his story (adapted for film from John Clancy's novel of the same title)
of underwater intrigue. The film takes place in 1984, at the height of the ideological showdown between
Reagan and the Soviets. The Evil Empire has developed its version of an underwater deathstar in the form
of a high-tech, sonar proof nuclear submarine. In an ironic turn of events it is not Americans but the Soviet
crew of officers aboard the Red October who try to avert the dangers of theirpotentially apocalyptic weapon
byseeking to defect to America. At the start of the film, however, we assume the intentions of the murderous
Captain Marko Ramius (Sean Connery) to be evil and destructive. He is cast in dark shadows and shot from
low angles to create a sense of menace and dread. He has an air of madness about him as he kills a party
member representative who has reminded the Captain of his responsibilities to the greater Soviet state.
When his crew does not question the death of the politico/KGB agent we believe that they are complicitous
in his schemes, the Americans aboard the attack sub, The 'U.S.S. Dallas' as well as high level politicians,
the joint chiefs of staff, and members of the navy and department of defense back on the mainland all believe
and cause us to believe that the 'Red October' is a threat. The film takes an ironic twist when a C.I.A. operative, Jack Ryan (Married to the Mob's Alec Baldwin) offers a different explanation for Captain Ramius'
actions; the Captain merely, in a whiff of pre-Glasnost sentiment, wants to defect to America and begin a
new and better life in our "New World."
What bothers me about The Hunt for Red October
is the implicit smugness with which it propagates the myth of America's role in the revolution occurring
in the Soviet Union.
There is virtually no self-critique of our military and political system, a system which has striking parallels
to its Soviet counterparts. (Note for example the like minded slickness of the Lee Atwater like national
security advisor and the Soviet ambassador).
In the revisionist model of Hollywood depiction of U.S.-Soviet relations, America is all good (We beat
them, didn't we? And the good guys always win), and the Soviet Union is improved to the status of having
certain elites capable of change (ironically, Connery is not a Russian but a Lithuanian) amongst masses of
people who still are either questionable in their conversion or still outright evil.

r

iz n Russ
by Iiz Healy and Russ Kauff

Another Perspective
Russ
There are reasons we go to the movies. Among others, we go to see heroic people doing heroic things in
trying times. We go to be lifted out of the theatre into the world as the mind imagines it. Hunt for Red
October may not win any Oscars, but it accomplishes these things for all of us.
Sean Connery in his portrayal of Marko Ramius, the Grand Master of the Soviet submarine force, is a hero
of classical proportions. He is wise, cagy, a chess player of insuperable skill, and with enough tricks left
up his sleeve to outwit even the sly ist of his former prodigies. He is so cool that throughoutthe entire tension
filled film, he doesn't so much as have a single ball of sweat drop off his nose. I was sweating more than
he was. The word 'cool' doesn't come close.
More than Connery, the film is filled with performances and characters of equal
potency. James Earl Jones, ScottGlen, SamNeill, and especially Alec Baldwin as Tom
Clancy's CIA analyst and desk jockey-turned-hero Jack Ryan round out the cast magnificently, Baldwin's Ryan is the perfect young counterpoint to Ramius' wisdom;
again, consult your thesaurus because 'cool' still doesn't cut it.
Do you want realism in phantasmal proportions, good guys that are oh so good and a
cause oh so virtuous; special effects, dialogue, and heroes that can only be described
as epic? Then see it! The cold war is over, but at least truth, justice, and the American
way gave out one last lickin' before it ended.

Photo by Jim Holzworth

Liz
Whenhugebest-sellers are made into movies, the anticipation is great. I was incredibly
looking forward to the release of The Hunt for Red October, merely because [ heard
that it came from a wonderful book. Sometimes, great books do not necessarily make
great movies, yet this one succeeds brilliantly.
John McTieman (Die Hard ) directs this adaption of Tom Clancy's novel. The
production is truly magnificent. The setting is, for the most part, underwater, and the
cinematography beautiful. (This succeeds so well in showing us how majestic the sea
is, unlike The Abyss, which failed so miserably.) We are physically drawn into this
claustrophobic world of submarines, and then drawn into the lives of the characters,
therefore succeeding both on the levels of suspenseful, edge-of-your-seat action and
in the classic structure of the Russians vs. Americans story.
And even then, it is not just another cold war thriller. This film is conventional enough
to fulfill what audiences have come to expect from a movie, yet it is also unlike
anything /' ve ever seen before. The script is intricate and sometimes confusing, for
it deals with the very technical aspects of submarines. Yet the film would not be so real
if it didn't deal with these things, and it is this realism which makes it so frightening
and also what affects us so deeply. Larry Ferguson and Tom Stewart adapted the
screenplay, and they deserve credit for not getting lost in all of the facts and figures,
and sustaining an emotional intensity, (The traditional Russian folk music is also very
powerful.)
I agree with Russ on the perfect casting in this film. Sean Connery is so believable and
sympathetic as the Commander, and I am especially excited about Alec Baldwin
finally being cast in a leading role which suits his potential. When stepping back from
the movie, I see that it does rather one-sidedly say "America's number one!", but
what's reaJJy wrong with that once in a while?
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3/9 and 3/10
Michael Lankester
Lankester will lead the Hartford Pops Orchestra
in a program of light classics and show music.
Among the works to be presented are
Tchaikovsky's "Capriccio Italien," Bach's "Ave
Maria," Strauss's Blue Danube" waltz, and
highlights from "South Pacific." The Bushnell.
8 pm. Tix: $10-$29.
3/10
Romance With Double Bass
Photo by Sue Muik

Jen-Jen Lin's Dancing East and West
-By Betsy Stailings
and Nicole MorettiSpecial to the Tripod
Asst. Prof Jen-Jen Lin and
student performers presented an
intriguing ensemble of dances this
past Sunday as part of the Koeppel Sunday Event Series. The
five dances ranged in style from
Asian to African to American. In
essence, each danceprogressively
became more Western in influence.
The first piece, "Double
Swords" was both choreographed
and performed by Jen-Jen Lin.
Using traditional Chinese music
and dress, Lin skillfully danced
with two swords in sharp movements. Seeming an exercise in
controlled balance, Lin's move
ments were very fluid and quite
beautiful to behold
"The Tie That Binds," also
choieographed by Lin, followed
showcasing soloist Nicole Sistare
'93 Based on a Chinese poem,
Sistare expressed the sentiments
of a woman isolated in a binding
culture Married at 14, her husband disappeared during a war
and was assumed dead Since this
was never proven, the woman is
bound to her marriage by Chinese
custom As everything grows old

around her, she accepts herfate of
a restricted life. Sistare garnered
praise for her passionate performance and incredible energy focus.
The complete version of this piece
will .be presented at the Annual
Faculty/Student Dance Performance in early May.
Jen-Jen Lin's Dance Com' position class members performed
the third piece entitled "Works."
This performance art piece had
dancers doing things such as rolling on the floor or pretending to
be a poisonous African frog. To
some viewers, the piece seems to
center on the emotion of suffering. One dancer who. often ran
around the room was continuously
yanked back and forth. Other
dancers appeared shaken or oppressed by unseen forces
Six dancers performed
"Rhythm And (Part I)", choreographed by Jen-Jen Lin Dressed
in casual dance attire, they danced
to a strong African beat. Whenever they heard a key sound, they
would roll towards it The periormers were constantly reaching
for "something", each time, the
reach was extended more as it
became harder for individuals to
achieve their goals "Rhythm
And (Part II)" will be presented
at the Dance Club Annual Con-

MORE DANCE!
New Dances by
Bonjta Weisman
With Michael Beckett & I inda
Mcllhoney
This Sunday at
The Koeppel Center
6:30 PM
Part of the Sunday I-vening Event Series
I rce Admission!

certMarchll-12intheWashington Room.
The final piece "Broken
Wings", was choreographed by
Jan Eckert, a Chicago-based choreographer who has worked with
Lin in the past. Soloist Jen-Jen
Lin performed this dramatic
modern and ballet mix. The audience was stunned by Lin's emotional commitment and' gifted
dance ability. .
Jen-Jen Lin is a Taiwan-born
dancer and choreographer who
has received dance training in both
Taiwan and America. Currently
she is an Assistant Prof, of Dance
in the Department of Theater and
Dance at Trinity and teaches a
variety of courses.

Acclaimed Writer
and Trinity's
poet-in-residence

Margaret
Gibson
will be giving a
Poetry Reading
March 6 &
March! 3
8:15 P.M.
Boyer
Auditorium

As the second production in Company One's
RadioPlaying series, "Romance With Double
Bass" will be carried live on W W H FM (91.3).
The program is about the choice^ we make
between following the rules or following our
hearts. Set in and around a Russian country villa
in 1886, a naked princess tells her strange tale of
fishing for trout and catching a passionate bass
player. Starting at 8:45 pm.
thru 3/17
Woyzeck
An expressionistic classic, this play presents the
story of a simple man at odds with the oppressive
forces of the world, a man becoming lost in
passion as reality splinters around him. Hartford
Stage. Tues-Thurs, Sun @ 7:30 pm; Fri-Sat @
8 pm; Wed @ 2 pm; and Sun @ 2:30 pm. Tix:
$11-$25. For more info, call 527-5151.
thru 3/30
Images of Sexuality and Self
Minimalist self-reflection contrasts with witty
collages in two mixed media installations, "Picture This: Fried Porkchops," by Cary Leibowitz
and "Through a Glass Darkly," by Hillary Leone. Liebowitz explores gay self-identity and
Leone addresses topical issues. Real Art Ways.
Mon-Fri 10 am - 5 pm. FREE!
thru 4/29
Stand in the Place: Photographs of African-American Life
In commemoration of Black History Month, this
exhibit of 68 photographs from the Simpson
Collection gives the viewer the opportunity to
"stand in the place" of African-Americans enaged in various activities.
Wads worth
tneneum. Lions Gallery. Tues-Sun 11 am -5
pm Tix: $ 1 50 with student ID.

Students Give Concert
-By Matthew BurfeindSpetial to the Fi ipod
Tnnity College student oigamsts Christine Fischer '92 and
Christopher Row '91 will be performing in the "Pipes on Main"
Lenten concert series sponsored
by the Hartford Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists The
series features the organs of
Haitford's churches and cathedrals and oigan students trom CT
colleges and universities including the University of Connect!

cut, Hartt School of Music, and
the Yale Institute of Sacred Mu
sic Fischer will perform J S
Bach's Fugue in G Minor and
three chorale preludes from
Bach's Orgelbuchlein Row will
perform Bach's Toccata in D Mi
nor and Jehan Alain's Litanies
The concert will be held at the
South Congregational Church,
277 Main Street, fiom 12 10
12 40 pm on Tuesday, March 13th
Admission is fiee and all are
welcome to attend all or poitions
of the recital
Student urganiM3 CiiriMina Fischer and Ltinstopher Kow

Photo by Sue Muik
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Announcements
AWARDS

—Chemistry '
Professor Julia Smith
History

Arthur Hughes Award - This
spring Trinity College will present the first Arthur Hughes Award
for achievement in teaching. All
Assistant Professors within one
year of the tenure decision are
digibleforthisnewaward, which
was created to honor the late
Arthur Hughes, who served as
Professor of German, Chairman
of Modern Languages Dean of
1^^^ST«S^'
Acting President during aTrin
ity career spanning fh/rty-six

=s==ss
Competition for this prize is open
t om e m
bers of the senior class
On
ty- ^wm " be awarded to the
student whose paper is judged to
The Department of Historv an £ e b e s t i n a n yf i e l d o f H i s t o r ynounces the following arizes for r a P e r s s h o u l d b e a t l e a s t 15 pages
essays judged by the Departmen m k n g t h '
tobeVdisSguCq3nWo p
„• • „
copies free o S e f notations ff/"son
Prize in Government 5 0 T h eF
ete m i S ^ s S S d bV/Sril ^
'
^guson Prize in
& l™0 to Seabury 23 These Government, founded in 1890 by
S ™ m K
?
the late Professor Henry Ferguson
ApbrH2 1 9 9 ? " * " ^ " f the Class of 1868, are offered
for the two best essays submitted
George Cooper Pri,, in RriH.h ^ o ^ S S S e DeS'

^ " A small committee of stu

7^V

hS

A

T^tt° ^

ment

°fP o l i t i c a I S ^ence during

,,
Thursday, March 8 - "Desegre- Jackson Mwalundange, ind Taki
grating Our Schools:Sheff v. Rapulane. The moderate r of the
O'Niell" by Denise Best, Asst. panel will be Professor Michael
Director of of IDP and Kathy Niemann of Trinity's Political
Frederi
<*> DirectorofMajorGifts. Science Department. After an
At 8:15 m the Women's Center. overview by Professor Niemann,
«*
, ™- , •
„
the student panelists will sketch
Stereotyped Thxnking About their vaned experiences m seekIndividuals' will be given by ing an education m the context of
Sharon Herzberger, Professor of the educational policies of their
Psychology as part of the Lunch idividual countnes and how they
Series given by the Trinity came to Trinity. After the formal
Women^Center.^e lecture will presentations., the panelists will
be held on March 1 at 12:15 pm in acccept questions from the floor,
theW men sCenter MatherHal1
°
'
'
The public is cordially invited.
"Late, Neo, Post and Just Plain

GENERAL

ssSSSs F^S
Kssffia-ffi^ B££. r ^ r . s ^^*m« •:
™ES^r= r;f?«^ briars £2%-££i£r£ te£5isg8ss&

soliciting etters from students Northam Professor ementus and Chairman ofthe Political Science Center.
whowtshtowntein.supportof a former Chairman of the History D S a Z ^ b r f o r e A p r n m ^ - :
one or another of those eligible Department.
eparrmeniDeioreApnm, i»w.. M u s i c
for the Hughes Award. ^ ^
EVENTS
Please send^ fcftere - # Jap Ferguson Prize in History—$450
Organ recital by Jean-Pierre LeConn, Dean of the; F a c u l t y , ^ (first); $300 (second) Students in Tuesday, March 6 - Paul Bloom guay, titular organist of Notre
S 3 r UC%
tT^^iQon
alklassesareeligibletoapplyfor Head Dharma Teacher at the New Dame Cathedral, Paris, 3 pm. at
March 15, lyyo.
.
this prize. Essays of at least 15 Haven Zen Center will present a * e Trinity Chapel. The cost is $5
Faculty members eligible for pages written independently or Zen Meditation Workshop entitled general admission ($3 students/
the Hughes Award are:
for courses and seminars are eh- "Action as Zen Meditation," in senior citizens)
•••_
gible for consideration.
Studio 47 (Seabury) from 4:30•
Professor Carol Any - ¥ W J I ^
. ' „ .'
6:30 PM. The everitis sponsored THEATER
Modern Languages
George J. Mead Prize in History b y A s i a n S t u d e n t s / A r e a S t u d i e s
Professor Barbara Benedict —$200. Only freshmen and Program The workshop is free "The Mystery of Edwin Drbod,"
— English
sophomores enrolled in History and the public is invited
a musical theater production by
Professor Arthur Feinsod^- 101 are eligible. The prize is
• *
"
students, will run from Saturday,
Theater and Dance
awarded to the freshman or so- Wednesday, March 7 - The So- March 10throughSunday,March
Professor Shiela Fisher— phmore student with the most viet Perspective on German Reu- 11 at 8 pm at Goodwin Theater,
English
,
outstanding record in History 101 nification, given by Steven An- Austin Arts Center.
Professor John Georges— as judged by the faculty in the derson'90 as part ofthe Student
Mathematics
course.
.
Forum 12-30 in the Washington DISCUSSIONS
Professor Dan Lloyd—Phi"
Room.
losophy
_
D. G. Brinton Thompson Prize in
'
The Watkinson Library will presProfessor Ralph Morelli— American Historv—$400. Open Thursday March 8 -Geoffrey ent apanel discussion on the relaEngineering and Computer Sci- to all.clascs. The award is to a Beard, director of the Attingham tionship between race and educa!
ence
paper considered by the depart- Summer School, will give a talk tion in southern Africa ar a WatProfessor Susan Pen- ment to be an excellent one in the on'TheWorkof Robert Adam," kinson Library/Trinity College
nybacker — History
field of American history.
an 18th century English architect Library Associates Open House
Professor John Platoff —
at 5-15 pm in roorn^O of Austin on March 6 at 8:00 pm in the
Music
Miles A. Turtle Prize — $700. Arts Center
Watkinson Library. Among the
Professor Richard Prigodich
panelists will be Tseke Morathi,

This is required of all majors,
Students wishing to take the exam
^ ^
^
theModernLanguagesSecretary,
Mrs. Shorey, in Seabury 23, by
Friday, March 16.

The financial aid office has a list
ofpart time off-campus jobs. Stop
by the office to check out the
opportunities. If you are interested in full time or summer
employment, consult the Career
Counseling Office.
Community Outreach is hosting
the first annual state-wide Social
Services Opportunities Fair. This
event will provide an opportunity
for students to meet representatives from such groups as the
Peace Corps, Foodshare, Institute
of Living and gather information
on internships and careers in the
social services.. The keynote
speaker, Eddie Petez of Trinity
College, will begin his address at
7:00 pm. The fair wil be held on
the college campus in the Washington Room, Mather Hall, from
7-9 pm. on March 5.

;
\
j
J
|
|
|
*
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Features
The Biker Chick
M.G. Blackburn

My Own Line of Specialty Items
Bet ya Didn't Know Jake The Snake Could Sing...
A few weeks ago there was a small
article in the business section of The New York
Times- that enlightened me to a titillating
tidbit of information. (The fact that I was
anywhere near the business section in the
first place had to do with the viscous rumor
that the Times had finally acquired some
comics......needless to say it was a LIE.)
Anyway, the article stated that the
Phillip Morris Company had developed a
new brand of cigarettes called "Dakota's."
The reason that these butts are so special is
because they are specifically targeted at the
only group of smokers whose number has
increased in the last few years. The group,
they say, is composed of white, blue-collar
women between the ages of 18 and 26 who are
not college graduates. The main interests of
these young women include cruising,
attending tractor pulls and hangin' out with
their boyfriends.
Tractor pulls ??? Cruisiri ?? ? Wait a
minute. Where do they get this stuff anyway?
I'm sorry but there is no questionnaire in the
world that could ever come up with anything
as weird as this collection of info. My personal
theory is that Phillip Morris has an extensive
spy network canvasing the country, waiting
in the dark and embarrassing allys of our
sodallives and ready tospring when one is at
his/hermost vulnerable. They are everywhere
— in the pantry of your house at 2 am when
you are scarfing up quarts of "Chunky
Monkey" ice cream ... looking over your
shoulder as you peer out at a late night party
with your rose colored beer goggles on..,
listening to your shower renditions of the
best of Debbie Gibson...These men know
where you live. They even know where your
sock drawer is.
Its an ugly thought but nevertheless,
whatever they can do I can do better. And so
I rounded up a group of spies to walk in and
out of the lives of each and every human
being on the planet (or at least within a ten
mile radius) and sent them out with a mission:
to discover what sort of products the American
public is in need of. Their findings were then
reported to a carefully selected and extremely
qualified group of scientists (or maybe they
were just people in white lab coats...) who
analyzed the data and invented products
specifically to meet these needs. Sounds very
technical doesn't it? Well please continue on,
my naive reader, for you will soon discover
otherwise.

-By John TranchinaFeatures Staff Writer

Trojans? Is the memo board part
of some exclusive deal the Medical Office has with Trojan, or is
that the only brand with a wholesome enough image for them to
display? Or both? The message
would be more interesting if there
were all different brands of condoms outlining the heart. You
know, to sort of give the viewer
more variety to choose from and
also to make the display more
visually exciting. The random
jokester who tapes to it a sign that
sayS'"In case of emergency, break
glass" just doesn't make it interesting enough.,
Or maybe the Medical Office could make a contest out of it.
You know, "Can you guess the #
of condoms in this display..."
What would make such a
contest even more exciting would
be to maybe take the Condoms
out of their packages. That way
they would blend together more,
and it would be a lot harder to
count them correctly, not to mention distinguishing between the
different brands.
The Medical Office could
even use the contest as a fundraiser and call it, "The Trinity
Condom Olympics." Winners of
various contests (I'm not even
going to start on this one...) would
. be rewarded with the most prestigious gold, silver and bronze
condoms.
Whatever the case, it appears
very clear that such a great American institution deserves much
celebration and festivity...at least
it does to me anyway.

For all you morons out there
that were not aware of this, the
week before open period was a
very special week. I'm talking
about that one week out of the
year that everyone looks forward
to—National Condom Week (of
Big people have culture too?
What, a recording specifically for professional course).
It was a time of celebration
wrestlers who love opera ? Big People With Big
and
merriment.
Of fun and frolic.
Bodies Sing Big Songs is the recording just for
you! Join wrestling greats of the past and Most of all, it was a chance to
present as they croon their favorite opera tunes. champion that great bastion of
Hear Captain Lou Albano croon "Carmen", Jake American Birth Control Devices— the Noble Condom.
the Snake sing "La Boheme" and Snake and the
National Condom Week was
Moondogs as they bring you their rendition of originally developed to be a time
"Madame Butterfly." For a limited time only of continual Condom consumpyou will also receive a 24 page color photo book, tion, a time to show your appreThe Making Of Big People With Big Bodies Sing Big ciation and gratitude for this
Songs, with your purchase of the album. Watch wonderful and joy-giving device.
the artists as they record. See their pain, their And, lest we not forget, a chance
joy, their hand movements. This is a limited for the glorious Condom manuoffer so buy soon, or you could miss the musical facturers to bask in the glow of
event and pectoral essay of a lifetime!
admiration for the great service
they perform for our society (and
also for them to make lots of
Granny never plays Bingo anymore....
What do party-hardy film-buff suburban granny's money).
Even if you had forgotten to
do on Saturday night? Why sneak beer into
movie theaters of course! With the all new circle the week on your calendar,
Ninja Nanny Housecoat, executing this little you should have at least noticed
feat without getting caught is a piece of cake. that blatant reminder on the
Camouflage on one side, dainty floral on tjie Medical Office Memo Board next
other, this sweet little something is fully to the Cave entrance — you
equipped not only with 32 hidden refrigerated know, the valentine heart outlined
pockets, but also with tear gas, grenades and with Trojans that says, "Protect
other combat gear, just in case that sniveling the one you love ?" Yeah, that
one.
little usher starts to raise a stink.
What I want to know is
why is the heart made out of just
Trying to kick the caffeine habit?
Going cold turkey from caffeine can be difficult,
especially when you are a hard core coffee drinker
under the age of five. That's why we developed
the Strung-Out Susie doll to help youngsters
An ad hoc faculty-administration committee and the
with this problem learn about the after-effects of
SGA bookstore committee are examining the possibilty
quitting coffee and how to deal with them. Give
of instituting a new bookstore on this campus. Each
baby Susie a cup of coffee and watch her jones
Compny's presentation will include an all-campus
for more. Give her a second (or third or fourth)
meeting, open to the public.
and watch as she becomes hyperactive and
irritable. Next spend hours changing Susie's
Tuesday, March 6 - Albion Books, Rittenburg Lounge,
diapers and attending to her pathetic, incessant
Mather Hall.
demands for more Java. We guarantee that your
youngster will kick the habit forever after mere
Tuesday, March 20 - Barnes and Noble, Widener Gallery,
two days with Strung-Out Susie or we will give
Austin Arts Center.
you your money back.
hand anywhere near those succulant puffs of
sugared sublimity. Choose from many models,
first taking into consideration such things as the
culprit's past history as a cereal delinquent,
favorite color and basic threshold for pain.

New Bookstore a Possibility

And finally, we have a few categories of people
that were so demented and obscure that it was
utterly impossible to develop products for them.
And so, Dear reader, I must now call upon you
for your suggestions on how to address such a
selective and idiosyncratic clientele as the
weirdos listed below.

Its a spoon, no its a necklace...
For the large number of middle aged pudding
eaters out there, we have for you.... your very
own limited edition genuine silver plated
set of Bill Cosby collector spoons from the —People who read Spy magazine and get all of
Franklin Mint. Features on this wonderfully the jokes.
funny and poignant silverware set includes a —Television viewers who watch "Who's the
large , easy-grip handle which insures that Boss" for
AlyssaMilano's stunning social
nothing gets between you and your commentaryon life
pudding...not even a little premature arthritis • —People over 61 with green hair who know how
and a free matching silver plated chain which to whistle
with their finger in their mouth.
gives the user the option of wearing his or her —Laid back New Englanders who say "dude" a
spoon at all times — just in case a pudding lot.
emergency should arise.
—People addicted to "The New Giget," "The
NewBradys," and "The New Leave it to Beaver."
Let go of my Sugar Corn Pops!!!
Attention all kids whose yuppie parents steal Please send all suggestions to:
your sugar cereal! Here comes the "Good
The Biker Chick
Morning Pain! Trap." This iron-barbed
wonder trap is ultra-sensitive and when its
c/o The Trinity Tripod
placed inside the "stay-fresh" bag of any
cereal box, its killer reflex spring grasps on to
Box 1310
the culprit the minute he/she lays a sneaky

a Duck? will return to this page next week...we hope.
\

Hey Kids! Its
Condom Week

Thursday, March 22 - Follette College Bookstores,
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather Hall.
All meetings will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Seniors
Submit Gift
ideas to Box
517 or 606.

Hiring:
GOVERNMENT
JOBSyour area.
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test.
$17,840 - $69,485.
(1) 602-838-8885
E xt. R 8408

Attention Trinity Faculty and Students

The Trinity Review
is seeking submissions fur the spring
issue of its 51st year. Please send your
original literary writing, photography,
and artwork to the Trinity Review,
Box 4000 by March 7.
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Features
Meet Captain Tidy and His Sidekick, Neatness Man
If you were to ask me
how I came to be running
after litterbugs in downtown
Miami while wearing bright
red women's tights, I would
have to say that the turning
point was a visit to my optometrist.
My optometrist is named
Dr.. Jeffrey Jeruss, and although he looks like a normal human being, only
slightly larger, it turns out
that, when it comes to Uttering, he is—and I mean this as
a compliment — insane. So
ami. I HATE littering. I hate
it when you go to the park or
the beach, and the day is
suddenly destroyed by the
arrival of: The, Pic jnic People
From Hell. You know these
people. They have a large
nuclear powered radio and
enough food to supply several Canadian provinces, and
they immediately transform
themselves into a high-output litter machine, cranking
out potato chip bags and beer
cans and sandwich wrappers
and chicken bones and critical-mass poopy diapers
weighing more than the infant that generated them.
And when its time to
leave,
these
people
simply...leave. They pick
nothingup. TheyjustWALK
AWAY from what looks like
the scene in a tragic dimipster
explosion. And on the way
home they flick their cigarette butts out the car window. Of course! You
wouldn't want them to mess
up a sharp-looking ashtray
interior, not when the entire

planet is available! Ha ha!
Good thinking, you MORONIC SLIME-EXCRETING
PUKEHEADS WHY DON'T
YOU TAKE YOUR CIGARETTE BUTTS AND...
Forgive me. I get carried
away. But I never did anything about it except mutter
and seethe,
until
my
fateful visit
to Dr. Jeffrey
Jeruss for an
eye examination. He
was shining
hislittlelight
into my eyeballs, making
that
hmmmmm
noise that
medical professionals
are trained to
make, when
I happened
to mention
littering.
Suddenly
Jeffrey was
stomping
around the
examination
room, neck
muscles
bulging, denouncing
g
h b
the beer-can tossers of the
world and waving hiseyeball
light
g around
o i klike
e the Hammer
ofThor. Watching him, I suddenly realized that I had finally found the perfect sidekick for: Captain Tidy.
Captain Tidy is a concept
I've fantasized about for many

a day cruising the streets.
When we saw people litter,
we'd leap out, rush up to the
perpetrators, pick up their litter, hand it back to them and
say, with deep but polite superhero voices, "Sir {Madam]
, you don't want to litter, DO
YOU?" Inevitably, they'd look
ashamed, take their litter back
and dispose of itproperly. One
possible explanation for this,
of course, is that they thought
we were dangerous escaped
perverted tights-wearing lunatics. But I like to think that
they were genuinely impressed with our message. At
one point, a tough-looking
street crowd actually APPLAUDED us for making a
man pick up his cigarette butt.
And remember, this was in
Miami, a city where armed
robbery is only a misdemeanor.
By the end of the day,
thanks to our efforts, Miami
had been transformed from a
city with crud all over the
streets into a city with crud all
over the streets. But at least
SOME litterers had been chastised, and Jeff and I felt a LOT
better, I strongly recommend
that you consider becoming a
litter avenger in your particular city or town or random
suburban area. What's the
worst that could happen to
you? OK, death. But probably
you'd do fine. Just remember
to be polite. "Speak softly and
carry a large sidekick," that's
Rule Two of the Captain Tidy
Code. Rule One, of course, is:
"Always visit the bathroom
before you put on your tights."

came Captain Tidy and Neatness Man. We assembled
costumes consisting of the
aforementioned red tights
(size triple-extra large), plus
red Superman-style boots,
plus blue shorts and shirts
with our superhero names
professionally lettered on
them, plus
white gloves,
plus capes
made from
garbage bags,
plus utility
belts
from
which were
suspended
feather dusters, dustpans
and rubber
gloves. Also,
of course, we
wore hoods
and masks to
preserve our
Secret Identities. If youhad
seen us wearing our outfits
and standing
in our official
superhero
stance
—
hands on hips,
chests thrust
out, garbage
bags blowing
dramatically
behind— your only possible
reaction would have been to
say, with genuine emotion in
your voice: "What a pair of
dorks,"
But we didn't care. We
were on a mission. We rented
a black Tidymobile with very
dark windows, and we spent

Dave Barry

fear of being embarrassed, by
whichl mean having my nose
punched into my brain. But I
knew that if Captain Tidy had
a sidekick, a LARGE sidekick,
a large TRAINED OPTOMETRIST sidekick, that would
be a whole different story.
And thus Jeff and I be-

By Bill Watterson

Calvin & Hobbes
OtC HOBBES,
OHBCN, A
SHOOTING
TOSS UP M S
DECK OF CARDS, TRACK.'
AHD H i PLUG
THE ACE OF
SPADES.'

years. He is a masked avenger
for the forces of neatness.
When a person litters, Captain Tidy comes swooping out
of nowhere and explains to
the litterer, in polite terms,
that he or she is being a jerk.
What kept me from acting out
this fantasy was basically the

HERE IT IS.'
WM! SIX
CLEW HOLES
THRC06H ,

HWM, OK X HEX, Y M K r s
SECOND \ WITH THAS
THOUGHT, I DECK.?/ •
I'LL FQLD.
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MUCH,MORE PoPUUK,
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BIG SttoOGE-WXXSlE, V5NT

HE? 1 E S H E K / HEVMO.
SNOOGE-NOOGIE;

XCMKHOWWATZ&LWETO
S E E ? I'D LIKE TO SEETHE |
THREE BEAOS EKT THE THREE
LITTLE Pl&^ AND THEN THE
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AND LITTLE RED RIDING WOOD.' 5
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World & Nation
Nicaraguan Elections a Call for Peace
guabecauseitrepresented amodel
of social democracy in Central
-By Jen BarrAmerica
and that was an incredWorld & Nation Writer
ible threat to Reagan. Now that
the United States government has
The FSLN, the Sandinista acknowledged the legitimacy of
National Liberation Front, lost the the Sandinista government there
February 25 election in Nicara- is no justification for the contingua to the UNO, the National ued funding of the contras.
Opposition Union, by a 40 to 54
UNO made many campaign
percent margin. The FSLN had
been in power since the triumph promises, most of which can not
in 1979 and was democratically be achieved without a change in
reelected in 1984. President the constitution. UNO has conDaniel Ortega and vice-president trol of the executive branch under
Sergio Ramirez will remain in the leadership of Violetta
power until April 25th when Chamorro and the National AsVioletta Chamorro and Virgilio sembly is split into 40% SandinGodoy will take control. They ista and 60% for 15 different parrepresent UNO which was cre- ties. In order to change the
ated in September of 1989 as a constitution there needs to be at
coalition of 14 political parties least 60% support within the
ranging from the left, the Com- National Assembly. The promise
munistParty of Nicaragua and the which brought her the most popuNicaraguan SocialistParty, to the larity is that of ending the mandafar right, the National Conserva- tory draft. This can only happen
tive Party and the Neo-Liberal once the contras are disbanded.
UNO also promised to encourage
Party.
foreign investment and strongly
There are numerous reasons support private enterprise. Refor the UNO victory, none of gardless of what the government
which are the charisma of Vi- attempts, the peopleof Nicaragua
oletta Chamorro, the organization are not going to give up what they
of UNO, or their expensive cam- have accomplished since the
paign. The people of Nicaragua triumph.
voted for UNO because they knew
The hottest topic in regards
it would mean an end to the contra
War that the U.S. government has to the Sandinista defeat is no
been funding since 1981 in which longer whether it was a free and
30,000 Nicaraguans have been fairelection, rather if the FSLN is
killed and 60,000 have been going to hand over control of the
wounded. They knew it would military and the police. The army
mean an end to the mandatory is approximately 65,000 people
draft which is nece'ssary in order -strong and predominantly Sandinto protect the country against the ista. This is going to be a big
contras. And they knew it would problem for Chamorro and whommean an end to the economic ever she places as leader of the
embargo which the U.S. has been military. Especially when you
imposing since 1985. The U.S.
government has been strangling
Nicaragua for the past nine years
and the people are now screaming
MERCY!
In 1979, the Sandinistas successfully overthrew the U.S.backed Somoza dictatorship
Special to the Tripod
which had been repressing the
people of Nicaragua for fifty
Seeing that this week is sexyears. In 1981 Reagan began the
push to Overthrow this new gov- ual assault awareness week it
ernment, his justification was that seemed appropriate to write somethey were funding the FMLN, the thing related to this with regard to
rebels in El Salvador. Because of the world and nation. I believe
the lack of evidence to support that one of the reasons that sexual
this justification, and after dis- assault is so prevelent in the world
crediting the elections in 1984, is the way in which women are
Reagan redefined the reason for viewed.
the funding of the contras as the
One cannot watch TV, read a
need to fight for democracy in magazine or listen to a radio withNicaragua. The contras were cre- out being inundated with adveratedbytheU.S. government. They tisements which depict women in
were trained, armed, supplied, false stereotypic roles and as obclothed and fed by the U.S. They jects of desire. The latter is sexual
were created to destroy Nicara- subliminal advertising and it never

consider the newly reintegrated
contras and the numerous former
National Guardsman within the
UNO who are strongly associated
with torture and murder under
Somoza. In the words of the mayor
of Ocotal, a city in Northern Nicaragua, "In April, Chamorro will
be handed a hot potato."
Chamorro must make a peaceful
environment among enemies: the
Sandinistas, the contras, and the
National Guard.
The Revolution is not over, it

is not for sale, and it can not be
negated. The United States
government's policy of attrition
has forced the people of Nicaragua to vote for a change, not for a
reversal of the accomplishment
of the past decade. The Sandinistas are a strong minority and, in
the words of Daniel Ortega, they
"plan to be a constructive but
belligerent opposition." Daniel
Ortega is more concerned with
the degree of confrontation created by the U.S. government in its

attempts to minimize the progress made since the revolution
through the conditioning of aid
than the future tensions between
UNO and the Sandinistas.
The U.S. government has
already agreed to lift the embargo
and to provide economic aid. The
future of UNO is dependentupon
its ability to remain a coalition
and how much money the U.S.
government is willing to give
them to ensure that they remain a
coalition.

Smoking Banned on All Flights
-By Matt drinkwaterWorld & Nation Writer
It is the end of an era- from
now on, no American airline
flights will have a smoking section. As there are virtually no
flights within the country that last
longer than the minimum duration of six hours at which point
smoking is allowed, never again
will those little cigarette-shaped
lights blink on in mid-flight unless one is headed out of the U.S.
What does this mean for airline travellers, and the nation in
general? First, it marks a giant
victory for non-smokers. Few of
them accepted that having a
"smoking section" really eliminated the acrid aroma from being
circulated throughout the interior
of the plane. On already-created
smokeless flights, passengers
have remarked about the notice-

able difference in the air quality.
Moreover, by once again elimilight up, the actual act of smoking
will be even further regarded as a
socially unacceptable act.
Second, smokers themselves
must reconsider their position.
Serious smokers will have a tremendously difficult time in refraining for five hours, especially
if they usually become nervous or
bored on flights. The sight of
passengers taking that last preboarding puff or the triumphant
post-flight smoke will probably
become more commonplace.
Visions of "smoke-free boarding
terminals" may even now be
dancing in non-smoking activists'
heads.
Third, the simple question
"smoking or non-smoking" will
disappear from airports. No longer
will airport scenes in movies have
the airline clerk reciting this perfunctory line when the hero (or
villain) rushes up to purchase a

seat on "the next plane out".
'Fourth arid'most important,
a decision has been made based
upon one of the'Oldest building
blocks of our government: the
balanceoftherightsofthepeople.
Smokers have a right to smoke.
Non-smokers have a right to
clean, safe air. The question arose
as to who's right were being
violated, and the correct decision
was made: in a closed environment such as an airplane, smokers are violating the rights of nonsmokers by their actions, for they
are forcing non-smokers to
breathe unhealthy carcinogenic
air. Their right to light up interferes with a far more important
right to inhale safe air. A rifle
owner has the right to practice
firing the weapon, but not in a
crowded shopping mall. In other
words, there is a time and place
for smoking. And, apparently,
neither the time nor place is in a
U.S. airplane ever again.

Women: Society's Skewed Perspective

Various Factors Contribute to Degradation
depicts women as something other
thananobjectofsexuality.Thisis
one view of women in the world
that shapes treatment of women.
The treatment of nature is
another way in which women are
viewed. There are many com-'
monly held notions and phrases
regarding nature which are often
associated with women; they are
seen as the nurtures, fertile, and
bountiful. These words can be
used in descriptions of the Earth
or of our resources. Mother Nature is also a commonly held view.
Yet look at what a sad state mother
nature is innow. Because humans
are the most intelligent life forms
we can take from nature all that
we need to survive. We use and

'Tripod Forum
In q u o t e s like this

really happe

"Rape is not a sexual act just because a man is using his genitals. If I hit you over the head
with a rolling pin, you wouldn't call it cooking."
- Donna Kueck
"Merde, mes gants!"
- French mountaineer Louis Lachenal on the first ascent of Annapuma, upon
dropping his gloves from 8000 meters. He later lost all his fingers from
frostbite.
"Eight Out Of Ten Women Are Wearing The Wrong Size Bra!"
- G. Fox ad lamenting the nationwide crisis.
"It's like teenage nymphettes going after Bon Jovi."
- Producer of "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" remarking on the star's reception
in
v
public.
"The Sandinistas have no credible opposition."
- Nation, March 5, \\

rape nature to our benefit. That
women are held in association
with nature as the fertile, bountiful, sex of mother nature, these
associations are less than flattering and very dangerous.
Now, think about how we
refer to cars and boats and other
such objects." She goes about 60
downhill." Her headlights are on."
" She's a beauty. She's never let
me down any time I've needed
her." All of these phrases can be
used flatteringly when they refer
to a car. But when they refer to a
women it would be difficult to
call them anything more than
offensive. In fact, I could think of
a lot of other things to call this line
of thinking, but I must not be
offensive myself.
What does this mean in regards to sexual assault? It means
that women are treated as less
than men. Seeing the treatment of

animals that are lower on the food
chain than we are, one might be
frightened at the implications of
this view. Obviously, women can
avoid dangerous situations and
not every man in the world thinks
this way. That would be too much
of a generalization. What the result is can be seen in a variety of
different ways. Among the world
leaders, there are astonishingly
few women. Women face a glass
ceiling in the work place, yet they
are educated to be as capable as
men. Women are sexually assaulted more often than men. I
believe that there is a connection
here. I believe that it stems from
the view of women in the world. I
am not throwing in the redflagof
anti-male womanhood.. What is
needed is a reevaluation of the
insidious elements of our society
that work to the detriment of all
people, women included.

Spend This Summer Outdoors
in the center of the action, learning about
public relations and communications.
Perfect for a person with a flair for the
person with a flair for for the dramatic who
enjoys working eith people.
Allows for individual creativity,
independence, and fun.
For information, call 728-3089 or send
resume to Joanne Sciaretta, Hartford
Downtown Council, 250 Constitution Plaza,
Hartford, CT 06103
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World & Nation
Governors Develop Education Guidelines
NGA Conference Proves Successful in Planning for the Year 2000
-By Bill GhentWorld & Nation Writer
The National Governors
Association andthePresidenthave
agreed upon something. Yes, it's
true; in fact, relations are so good
between the two groups, they
really should declare a national
holiday. What's the issue they
agree upon? Why, it's education
reform, of course.
The 'education' President
and the NGA recently approved
six new goals which are to help
improve the educational system
of the United States by the year
2000. The goals' Sre ambitious
and mostly theoretical, thereby
placing the hope of attaining these

goals in the dark. For the most
part, however, they sound like
solutions to the years-old remarks
of how the United States is lagging way behind foreign countries, especially those in Western
Europe. Finally it looks like legislation will come into play which
will wake us all up from the educational doldrums we are so accustomed to hearing about.
In all, the governors and Mr.
Bush have agreed on a grand total
of three things which encompass
a great deal of issues: to set some
bipartisan national goals, to deregulate the system, and to devise
a new way of holding educators
accountable for achieving these
goals. The two groups envision in
this reform that students will en-

ter school " ready to learn", the
dropout rate will fall, adult literacy will rise, and the U.S. students will rank number one in
mathematics ans science. All of
this is supposed to happen in ten
years. An ambitious goal.
This math and science "scare"
is appropriate. In a comparison of
math achievement in twelve industrial nations, the U.S. ranked
last, and the U.S. students were
more pleased with their scores
than the South Koreans who
ranked first.
As one can imagine, money
plays a major role in what will
happen with these newly introduced reforms. Some think that
the issue of increased federal
spending will take a back seat to

the theoretical practices which the
NGA and the President are proposing. "One line in one year's
budget is negligible given the
magnitude of what we are trying
to do," said Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas, the Democratic
co-chairman of the task force that
drafted the goals. But now that
the goals are in place, hopefully
constructive discussion will ensue.
Governor Roy Romer of
Colorado, a Democratic member
of the task-force, and the House
Speaker, Thomas Foley have attacked the Federal spending on
education. "While I commend the
President for his desire to be
known as 'the education President,' I question whether he can
achieve that goal by proposing a
merger two percent increase in
the Federal spending on education," Mr, Foley told the NGA.
Governor Romer has suggested
that the government increase
spending on education by ten
percent. He also seems to think
that the task-force should examine the methods for how the
United States pays for public
education," There is a basic misalignment of taxing capacity and
the educational needs of the country."
The second step of deregu-

Chamorro Win Victory for U.S.
-By Dede NickersonWorld & Nation Writer
"First Noriega, now Ortega,"
was the chant of the supporters of
the victorious UNO party, and its
presidential candidate Voileta
Barios de Chamorro. The chant
reflects the desire for change felt
by the majority of Nicaraguan
people as well as the negative
feelings many Nicaraguans share
towards the Sandinista regime,
Mrs. Chamorro's landslide
victory by slightly over 14%,
along with the opposition victory
for control of the National Assembly came as a surprise to many
political analysts as well as journalists who believedthatthepower
of the Sandinista regime was entrenched and would rernain so.
According to Trinity student, Bill
Gernviny, who went to Managua
to observe the elections, " the
general air talking to people was
pro UNO. However, due to the
fact that so many people are
employed by the Sandinista government and military apparatus
many members of the media and
observers felt that the Sandinistas
would win through intimidation."
When one considers the demise
of Communist governments
throughout the world in the past
year the democratic transfer of
power in Nicaragua does not seem
unprecedented.
The UNO, National Opposition Union, is a fourteen party
coalition, whose members span
several different positions on the
political spectrum. The UNO
chose Mrs. Chamorro as its presidential candidate in September
1989. Mrs. Chamorro has a long
history of political involvement
in Nicaragua. The assassination
of her husband Pedro Joaquin
Chamorro, editor of the newspaper La Prensa, in 1978 seriously
intensified the discontent which
undermined the dictatorship of
Anastasio Somoza. Mrs.
Chamorro play ed a leading role in
the Sandinista overthrow and
became a member of the governing junta. She quit the governing
junta in April of 1980, and since
that time has been a strong critic
of the Sandinista leadership.
The elections were monitored
by a large contingent of international observers including former
President Jimmy Carter and former Attorney General Elliot

Richardson. This was necessary
in order to insure the legitimacy
of the election.
This election follows an eight
year long civil war, in which
30,000 Nicaraguan citizens were
killed. It also comes at a time
when the Nicaraguan economy is
in deplorable condition. Some
blame the U.S. for prolonging the
war through its aid to the Contra
rebels. The weakness of this argument lies in the fact that U.S. aid
to-the Nicaraguan rebels is miniscule when compared to the military aid which the Sandinista
regime has received from both the
Soviet Union and Cuba.
The military is a great source
of dissatisfaction for most Nicaraguans. One reason for this is the
compulsory draft for sixteen year
olds. Such a large segment of the
population is forced to participate
that bad feelings run high. Support for the UNO is evident in the
military. When hitch-hiking back
to Managua from the countryside,
a group of Trinity students was
picked up by a Sandinista troop
carrier. The carrier stopped at a
post to deliver an officer. As the
officer walked away from the truck
he turned to the students and
flashed one finger, the sign of
support for the UNO.
U.S. response to the election
results ha been highly favorable.
President Bush remarked, "For
years the people of Nicaraguahave
suffered, and today the people of
Nicaragua have spoken. And now
it is the time for Nicaragua to
move forward to freedom." The
President vowed to send an ambassador, lift the trade embargo
imposed in 1985, and provide
economic aid if a peaceful transfer of power takes place on April
25th.
Mrs. Chamorro has several
difficult tasks facing her. One is
the deficit which has been running at 300r400 million dollars a
year. Nicaragua has an export led
economy, which has been filled
by credits from Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. The ;large
deficit along with staggering rates
of inflation will require a great
deal of foreign aid. The question
of returning Contras and the presence of a large Sandinista controlled military may also create
problems in respect to a peaceful
transfer of power. However, in
the days since the election even
some of the hard line Sandinistas

such as Tomas Borge Martinez,
head of Nicaragua's large security force and secret police, have
vowed to step down when the
opposition takes power. Upon
being elected Mrs. Chamorro
promised that: "Now I will honor
my commitment to achieve national reconciliation because this
is the only way we will be able to
achieve peace and economic wellbeing."

lating the system is already underway in some states. Some
budgetary and educational decisions in these newly introduced
programs have already been
handed over to principals, teachers, and parents of local schools.
Mr. Bush and the governors have
agreed to introduce even more
flexibility into Federal programs.
The third step is in doubt, for the
problems include delicate issues
such as teaching methods, namely
the validity of standardized tests,
which some teachers will be less
willing to give up.
The main problemforthe two
groups lies, however, in how to
structure the bipartisan group to
oversee the implementation of
these goals into the educational
system. Both sides do agree that
the Department of Education, seen
as listless and bureaucratic by
some, is to be involved as little as
possible. Some governors want
an independent body of civic,
political, educational, and government officials to oversee the
developments. Others feel that
since the NGA and the White
House set the goals, they should
be the ones who see it through.
Ten years? That remains to be
seen. As for the time being we
should be thankful that the issue*
have been addressed and a'Volution" drafted.

Contribute To
The Challenge.
Share In The
Rewards.
Yale University, a leader in biomedical
and other scientific research, offers a
wide range o f laboratory research
opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have
immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural and athietic facilities, Yale University
provides competitive salaries and outstanding benefits, including: 22
vacation days, 4 personal days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days,
all paid; tuition reimbursement and audit privileges for University courses;
flex-time; medical and dental plans; and much more..
Contact your Career Services Office for on-campus recruiting date, or
send your resume to: A. Kaye, Yale University, Department of Human
Resources, 155 Whitney Avenue, P.O. Box 1404,.Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520.

EH i. Yale University

/—+—^

Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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Sports
BOX SEATS
By Rick Zednik

NBA Playoffs: The Future Revealed
It's March 6 and the NBA season is roughly three-fourths
complete. It is the perfect time to make playoff forecasts. The
word forecasts is boldly used rather than predictions, because
this is not what anyone thinks will happen, this is what will
happen.
In the Eastern Conference, Detroit will finish with the
best record and, as the first seed, will humble the eighth seed,
Atlanta, in the first round. Philadelphia will beat out New York
for the Atlantic Division title and the second seed. They will
knock off Milwaukee and meet Chicago in the second round.
The men in red and black will earn that right by downing fiesty
Indiana. The Knicks, who will suffer major problems down the
stretch, will be upset by the Beantown Green.
The second round will feature two very intriguing
matchups. The champions of the past will bow to the defending
champions when Detroit outlasts Boston. The other conference
semi-final willpitthePhiladelphiaBarkleysagainstthe Chicago
Jordans. Jordans supporting cast will prove hungrier and not
only beat the Sixers, but also upset the Pistons in a rematch of
last year's Eastern Conference final.
In the West, the top four seeds will all make quick work
of their foes as L.A. will down Denver, Utah will foil the
Supersonics, Portland will conquer Dallas, and the Spurs will
pull the shade on the Suns.
In the second round, the Lakers will put San Antonio in
their more accustomed springtime place: in front of the television
set rather than the television cameras. The other matchup will
be a battle between the Jazz and this season's surprise title
contender, the Trailblazers. Portland will slam and jam their
way into the conference finals 'gainst the Lakers. Terry Porter,
however, is no Magicman and A.C. Green is, after all, an AllStar starting power forward, thus providing the keys to another
Laker Western Conference title.
'-'The finals will give us the much-in-demand showdown
between the NBA's two main men. Jordan will shake and bake,
but Johnson will once again take the cake. And that's all she
wrote.

High Spirit's Liquors
Wines and Liquors
Free Delivery
237 White Street

525-2221

Joe Harris
FORECASTS
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Once again, Trinity sticks it to the Golden Bears.

Spring Sports are fast approaching.
Cover your team for the Tripod.
Meetings are 6:30 Tuesdays.
4th quarter Physical Education Classes
You may register beginning March 13th until March 20th. You
need the initials of the course instructor or Robin Sheppard.
•
Classes begin March 13th

Keq'ss
Busch 1/2
Buseh 1/4
Mils Best 1/2
Bud and Bud Light 1/2
Bud and Bud Light 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2
Miller Lite 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4

$34.99+
$20/39+
$26.75+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$24.00+

NBA
Probable Winners
*AHanta
•Boston
Detroit
•Milwaukee
•Philadelphia
*L.A. Lakers
•DePauI
•Indiana
•Michigan

*Ohio State
•Chicago
•Houston
*L.A. Clippers
•New York
Phoenix
Portland
•San Antonio
•Michigan St.

\

Margin In Points Probable Loser
Friday, March 9,1990
4
Seattle
10
Washington
9
•New Jersey
3
Utah
2
Portland
9
Golden State
Saturday, March 10,1990
2
Notre Dame
3
Illinois
15
Iowa
2
Minnesota
NBA
Indiana
6
Dallas
2
5
Orlando
11
New Jersey
7
•Minnesota
1
•Washington
4
Denver
Sunday, March 11,1990
2
Purdue

NBA
•Boston
2
Philadelphia
•Denver
3
Utah
Detroit
12
•Charlotte
•Golden State
9
Sacramento
L.A. Lakers
4
•Atlanta
•Milwaukee
3
Cleveland
New York
6
•Miami
Monday , March 12 1990
•L.A. Clippers
2
Golden State ''
L.A. Lakers
12
.•Charlotte
Milwaukee
3
•New Jersey
San Antonio
2
•Minnesota
•Seattle
10
- Orlando
Tuesday, March 13,1990
1
•Atlanta
Boston
•Cleveland
1
Philadelphia
•Denver
3
Houston
•Indiana
2
San Antonio
•New York
1
Chicago
1
Phoenix
•Utah
•Portland
14
Orlando
*Hype
55
Disciples of 7,nye

Specials:
Glacier 12 Pack
5.39+
Keystone Suitcases

8.99+
Busch Suitcases
9.99+
Mil's Best Bar Bottles
6.99+
Black Label Bar Bottles
6.99+
Senator's Club Vodka
9.99+
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Men's Basketball

Hockey

ECAC N. E. Dlv. §11

ECAC South Semifinals

Clark 76, Urinity 65

ffrSnity 5, WNEC 1
.
Trinity (18-6)
1 3 1-5
Trinity (65) - Chris Hinchey 0 0 0, Joe
WNEC (14-8-1)
0 0 1-1
Heiaay4 2 10, Mike Allen 1 1 3, Mark
O'Day 2 3 7, Matt Vaughn 1 2 4, Dennis Goals: Jay Monahan (2), Larry
McCoy 3 1 8, Michael Stubbs 13 2 29, Trinceri, Todd duBoef, John Gregory
Matt Perno 0 0 0, Mark Horncastle 2 0 Saves: Jeff lttck, 26
4. Totals: 26 9
Three point goals: T - Vaughn (2),
McCoy, Stubbs

Intramural Playoffs
NCAA
Tuesday March 6 Posting Gym
7:15
8:30

Gloras or M-Team* VS
Gloras or M-Team* VS

#4 Nu-Boys
#3 Demo

*Winner of Gloras Versus M-Team Receives the Number 1 seed

[Thursday March 8 Posting Gym
7:15

NCAA Final

NIT
Monday March 5
Last Call VS.
Lettermen VS.

Hogs
Air Eel

Wednesday March 7
7:15
8:30

Cotton Club VS. Winner of Hogs VS. Last Call
Bangu VS. Winner of Lettermen VS. Air Eel

Friday March 9
7:15

Name
Anfemee Hardaway
EdO'Bannon
Cherokee Parks
Clifford Rozier
Darrin Hancock
Alan Henderson
Damon Bailey
Eric Monttoss
D wayne Morton
Chris Webber
Bill Curley
Jamie Brandon
Luther Wright
Derrick Phelps
Brian Reese
Travis Best
Shawn Bradley
JamalMashbum
Khalid Reeves
Anthony Cade

School
City
First Team
Treadwell
Artesia
Marina
Southeast
Griffin
Brebeuf
Bedford
Lawrence North
Central
Detroit Country Day

Memphis, TN
Lakewood, CA
Hunt. Beach CA
Bradenton, FL
Griffin, GA
Indianapoplis, IN
Bedford, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Louisville, KV
Birmingham, MI

Ht.
.67"
6'9"
6'U"
6'10"
6'6
6'9'<
6'3"
TO"
6'6"
6'9"

Second Team

Duxbury
MX. King Jr.
Elizabeth
Christ the King
St. Nich. ofTolentim
Springfield Central
• Emery County
Cardinal Hayes
Christ the King
Oak Hill Academy

Duxbury, MA
Chicago, IL
Elizabeth, NJ
Middle Village, NY
Bronx, NY
Springfield, MA
Castle Dale, TJT
Bronx, NY
Middle Village, NY
Mouth of Wilson, VA

6'10"
6'4"

ra"
6'3"
6'7"
511"
75"
6'8"
6'3"
6'9"

Third Team

WEST Bangu Receives Bye
EAST Cotton Club Receives Bye

7:15
8:30

Parade High School All-Americans

NIT Final

Grant Hill
Rodney Rogers
Adrian Autry
Pat Sullivan
Antonio Lang
Greg Minor
Michael Smith
Shon Tarver
Lee Green
Rodney Zimmerman

South Lakes
Hillside
St. Nich. of Tolentinc
Bogota
LeFlore
Washington County
Dunbar
Santa Clara
Chesire Academy
Air Academy

Anthony Harris
Brandon Cole
Kendrick Warren
Mclvin Simon
Fred Burley
Roderick Rhodes
Jalen Rose
Jamie Watson
Jevon Crudup
Thomas Wyatt

Danbury
Bloom
Thomas Jefferson
Archbishop Shaw
Douglass
St. Anthony
Southwestern
Fike
Raytown South
East Aurora

Reston, VA
Durham, NO
Bronx, NY
Bogota, NJ
Mobile, AL
Sandersville, GA
Washington, DC
Oxnard, CA
Chesire, CT
Colorado Springs CO

6'7"
6T'
6'4"
6'8"
6'6"
6'7"
6'8"
6'6"
6'4"
6'10"

FourthTeam
Danbury, CT
Chicago Heights, 11
Richmond, VA
Marrero, LA
Oklahoma City, OK
Jersey City, NJ
Detroit, MI
Wilson, NC
Raytown, MO
Aurora, IL

6'2"
6'1"
6'8"
6'8"
6'7"
6'6"
6'7"
6'5"
6'9"
6'5"

The View Specials
This week's College View
Athlete of the Week is
Sophomore goaltender Jeff
Tuck. Tuck, named ECAC
South goalie of the week
for his supberb play
against Conn. College and
Tufts, turned away 26
WNEC shots in the team's
semifinal victory.

Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
Sunday Night- Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The

1
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Icemen Spank Golden Bears in ECAC Semifinal, 5-1
of the week for his stellar play in
wins over Connecticut College
and Tufts the prior week. He and
WNEC goaltender Bob Brown
matched each spectacular save
One down, one to go for the with another.
Trinity hockey team which is With only nine seconds left in the
trying to win back the title of opening period, Jay Monahan '93
ECAC South champion it lost last opened the scoring assisted by
year. Saturday night, the Ban- Scott Leddy '92 and Larry Trintams laid waste to a visiting squad ceri '91.
The fervor and zeal displayed
from Western New England College, 5-1, and advanced to the by both squads in the first twenty
ECAC South final game against minutes were still prevalent in the
second period. While the effort
Connecticut College.
As the first seed, the Ban- given by both teams may have
tams had a first round bye and been equal, the results were not.
waited to be informed of their At 2:53, Trinceri added an unasopponent. The Golden Bears won sisted goal to give the Bantams a
the right to play Trinity by squeak- 2-0 lead.
ingpast Amherst, 4-3, on WednesThe partisan hometown
day. Although the Bantams would throngs received a true reason for
be prepared to face whomever, exaltation in the fourteenth minWNEC posed a more appealing ute of the period. Eric
opponent, in view of the 8-4 Trin- McGranahan '93 passed up to
ity victory in the second game of Mike Murphy '90 who crossed
the season.
center ice, bumped the puck off
Despite the four o'clock the boards to get by a Golden
ganie time, the playoff intensity Bear, and passed high in front of
was obvious from the opening the WNEC net. Todd duBoef '90
face-off. A packed house at caught the puck at about shoulder
Kingswqod-Oxford rink saw a height and, in one motion,
first period highlighted by heavy dropped it to his stick and drilled
forechecking and the levying of it past Brown. It was a fantastic
eight penalties, including six play which gave the Bantams a
against the home team. In spite of three-goal lead.
being a man short for much of the
Trinity erased any realistic
first period, the Bantams were hopes of tournament advanceunscathed.
ment that might have still been
Jeff Tuck '92 was the start- lingering in the minds of the
ing netminder for Trinity after WNEC players with another score
having been named ECAC goalie provided by Monahan and as-By Rick ZednikSports Editor

Mike Murphy '90 expresses his jubilation after a Bantam goal against WNEC.

sisted by Trinceri and Erik Laakso
'90 at 19:35.
The third period saw the frustrated visitors commit seven offenses for penalties and the dominanthosts record twenty-one shots
on goal. Trinity put one in the net
at 11:45, but the score was nullified because a Bantam was in the
crease. Trinceri notched his third

as sist and fourth point of the night
when he and Bill Macartney '90
relayed the puck to John Gregory
'91 whose slapsot put the game
undeniably out of reach at 16:29.
Tuckls shutout was ended when,
at 18:40, WNEC player Greg
Frederick put the puck in the net.
The 5-1 victory put Trinity
into the ECAC South finals for
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the fifth year in a row. After having won the championship three
years in a row, the Bantams lost in
last year's finals to Iona. This
Wednesday, theBantams willface
the Conn. College Camels at
Kingswood-Oxford at 7:00. The
winner will then advance to play
the champion of the ECAC North.

Men's Basketball Loses to Clark in ECAC Quarterfinals
-By Cara CahalanSports Writer
Last Tuesday evening, Trinity played its final regular season
game, against Wesleyan, and
defeatedtheCardinals60-55. The
Bantams came into the night with

arecord of thirteen wins and seven
losses. The Cardinals, who have
garnered a 10-11 record were defeated by these same Bantams
earlier in the season by a tally of
72-66.
Michael Stubbs was the man
of the night. Stubbs, who became

The semi-final game was characterized by heavy checking throughout.

the only player in Trinity history
to grab one thousand redbounds
and score one thousand points,
was honored with a pre-game
ceremony in which he was given
a plaque and the record-breaking
ball.
Stubbs's Record-breaking
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performances have earned him
the praise of such national publications as the USA Today and
Sports Illustrated. USA Today
named Stubbs the Division III
defensive player of the week, and
Sports Illustrated named him
small college athlete of the week.
At half time Trinity was losing 27-29, but as the Second period opened the Bantams were
able to take the lead. Trinity
utililized the tremendous breadth
of their bench as Coach Ogrodnik
employed a host of different lineups, thereby evenly distributing
the scoring amongst the corps.
Wesleyan center Jerry Keish
was unable to control the relentlessly bruising play of the Bantam center, which led to Keish
fouling out and Stubbs registering a game high twenty-five tallies. Other scorers were Mark
O'Day (10),JocReilly(10),and
Dennis McCoy (7). Matt Perno,
Mark Horncastle, Mike Allen, and
Matt Vaughn all added two points
a piece. The win gave Trinity a
14-7 record and propelled them
to the East Coast Athletic Confrence quarterfinals on the heels
of a five game winning streak.
The Bantams traveled to
Worcester, Massachusetts, on
Saturday night, to keep a date

with Clark in the East Coast Athletic Conference tournament. The
game opened with tenacious play
on both ends of the court. At
intermission Trinity faced a four
point deficit,' and went into the
lockerroom with their work cut
out for them. Once again Michael Stubbs was the player of the
game, scoring twenty-nine points
and snatching sixteen rebounds.
Trinity made a come back and
was able to take a lead early in the
second period, but could not keep
the lead with Clark players Joel
Murphy and Jason Qua hitting for
twenty-three and sixteen points,
respectively.
Trinity scorers were Joe
Reilly (10), Dennis McCy (8),
Mark O'Day
(7),
Mark
Horncastle
(4), Matt Vaughn
(4), and Mike Allen with 3.
Even though the last game
was a loss the team showed great
depth all season and will carry
this characteristic into next year.
Theteam loses only one player,
but that player, Michael Stubbs:
the most prolific rebounder in
Trinity history, will be sorely
missed. The three-year starter
and co-captain's leadership on and
off the court will be hard to replace.
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